
Having already extended the
shutdown of manufacturing
operations at least twice, as the
previously announced April 19
deadline approached Harley-
Davidson extended the suspension
of production through May 15 (at
least).
In an April 15 announcement of
additional actions Harley is taking in
response to the impacts of COVID-19 on
its business, acting President and CEO
Jochen Zeitz said: "The effects of COVID-
19 on economies around the world have
been swift and unprecedented. 
"It is essential for us to respond quickly,
adapt and position the company to
manage near-term challenges while
preparing to re-energize the business for
the recovery and beyond." In response
to the near-term impacts of COVID-19,
the company announced that it was
taking actions to reduce its costs with
immediate effect.
This included "significantly reducing all
non-essential spending and temporarily
reducing salaries." While the salary cuts
affect all Harley-Davidson employees,

with a 10 to 20 percent reduction for
most salaried employees in the United
States, the CEO and Board of Directors
will "forgo salary/cash compensation"
and there will be a "30 percent reduction
for executive leadership."
The company also announced that there
would be "no merit increases for 2020,"
and that it was implementing a hiring
freeze. The statement did not, however,

clarify if this would include the hiring of
a new permanent CEO to replace Matt
Levatich and whether Jochen Zeitz
would therefore be continuing to fill the
role for longer than had been initially
intended.
The statement went on to say that
"outside of the United States, the

company will take similar actions as
based on regulations governing each of
its operating locations" and that "salary
reductions will be reassessed at the end
of the second quarter as the company
continues to closely monitor business
conditions." 
The majority of Harley's global
production employees are currently on
temporary layoff, but with medical
benefits remaining intact for all. 
Zeitz went on to say: "We understand
that navigating this new reality has a real
impact on our employees. Their
dedication to Harley-Davidson is never
taken for granted, and we thank them
for supporting one another and rallying
together as we manage the profound
impact of COVID-19." 
Previously (March 26) Harley announced
withdrawal of its financial guidance for
2020. Contrary to market trend and
despite imposing wage cuts, at the time
of writing, Harley had not yet announced
a suspension either of its dividend
payments or of its share buy-back
program - having doubled capacity to do
so in February. 
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B
ack in the month known as January, on pre-COVID earth, there
was a surprisingly sanguine (resigned maybe?) response to
Harley's 2019 full-year fiscals. The "decline in the decline" in
Harley's motorcycle sales was grasped at by desperate analysts

as a lifeboat of less bad news in an otherwise continuing sea of market
and manufacturer disappointment. My, what a difference three months
can make!
Those of you reading this edition of AMD Magazine in print will likely be doing so after
Harley has released its Q1 numbers, and if we thought its 2019 performance lacked
lustre, get set for meltdown.
As the European new motorcycle registration statistics published in this edition show,
there's no hiding place when it comes to the effects the global coronavirus pandemic
are having on most industries, our own included. We don't normally include that level
of detail about European registrations here in AMD, it is primarily part of the information
service that International Dealer News provides for 'mainstream' market dealers and
vendors in Europe. 
Six times a year IDN goes into detail on the available motorcycle
sales data from several of Europe's primary markets - something
we have been doing ever since IDN launched in 1997. During that
time, we have had a front row seat to witnessing market
contraction, expansion, contraction and, since 2014, expansion
again as the seemingly inevitable cycles of boom and bust wash
over us and shape our lives and business prospects.
But never in all that time have we seen anything even remotely
resembling what started happening from mid-March onwards. While we are still only
at the earliest stages of this uniquely complex iteration of the cycle, we can already see
more than enough to tell us that, as I said last month, this is not trivial.
Recovery from the 2008/2009 financial crisis saw us rocking along the bumpy bottom
of a broad U-curve for a long, long time - with recovery coming in unconvincing, fragile
spurts of growth, interspersed with ongoing uncertainty and, in the case of the United
States, ongoing demographic driven market atrophy.
Nobody knows what kind of shape recovery from this mess will have. There are those
who think that it will be a short, sharp 'V' shaped phenomena, with consumer confidence
just waiting to burst through a dam of fear as the world gets 'spendy' again as soon as
people are allowed to go shopping without being guilt-shamed.
On the other hand, there are those who think things will never be the same again, that
coronavirus is going to usher in the dawning of a new age of Aquarius as society decides
to come over all 'touchy/feely' and 'reconnect with its inner soul' in a frenzy of mending
its wicked ways.
Urm, no. That is so not going to happen. But neither is this going to turn out to have
been an unpleasant but short, sharp shock. As ever, the truth lies elsewhere, maybe not
even anywhere in the middle between those two unlikely scenarios. At this stage, anyone
who claims to have the answers hasn't understood the question.
None of us can yet know how this will play out. Those who say that this crisis is
unprecedented are right, it is. But primarily because of its own unique and particularly
complex matrix of issues, not in the simplistic, factual, statistical ways that most 'talking
heads' are superficially sound-biting. 
The needs of attending to the primary issue of keeping us all safe and healthy appear

to militate directly against our financial interests, and, working on the assumption that
one is lucky enough to dodge the disease, putting our apparent economic best interests
first instead could go a long way towards compromising our safety. There is no win in
sight yet.
Of the many dynamics at play in this complex matrix of impacts and implications, it is
time that is the most difficult dynamic to calibrate, the most difficult factor to get our
minds around.
On the one hand, the health issue needs time to mend, and we rush the process at our
peril. On the other hand though, one senses that there must be some kind of economic
formula at play whereby every week of economic stasis will cost us exponentially more
time in economic purgatory.
Sadly, time is one of the commodities that a market such as ours, one that is still short
of capital resources as a result of an anaemic recovery from the last downturn, simply
does not have.
Harley, especially, doesn't have time on its side. Those 2019 fiscals, regardless of the
validity of pointing to a continuing decline in the decline in unit sales, did reveal a

business that continued to make profits, continued to be cash-rich
and continued to stick doggedly to its "More Roads to Oblivion"
stated aim to "deliver superior return on invested capital that falls
within the top quartile of the S&P 500."
Indeed, Harley was so wedded to the strategy, and apparently so
blind to the evolving disaster that was about to engulf us all, that
rather than moving to preserve its cash pile, as most other publicly
traded businesses the world over have done, a February 20

announcement saw Harley increase its dividend yet again, and double its financial
commitment to share buybacks.
Fast forward six weeks to mid-April when I am writing this, and even though production
is still suspended and all employees are being asked to wear a minimum of between
10% and 20% pay cuts, there is still no sign that Harley is going to follow trend and
suspend share buybacks and dividend payments.
The assumptions that justified spending its cash pile on increasing dividends and share
buyback capacity were based on an original and now discarded 2020 forecast of around
$4.53 billion to $4.66 billion of revenues in its core motorcycles product segment. With
virtually zero cash coming into the business at this time, it would now appear unwise
for Harley to continue to justify such a yield and such a strategy while wage cuts and
the fear of permanent unemployment hover over Juneau Avenue.
If it is serious about cost reductions, and as serious as Zeitz says it is about valuing the
loyalty of Harley's employees, then Harley must not let the looming pressure of the May
15 Annual Meeting and the likely investor psycho dramas that will play out afterwards
deflect it from doing the right thing, and doing it right now.

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com

Harley - Do the Right Thing!

'this is NOT
trivial'
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BMW is saying that its new BMW R 18
marks its entry into the cruiser
segment of the motorcycle market. In
fact, BMW is theoretically already
there with the hugely versatile R nineT,
from which a myriad of factory
versions has emerged and dozens, if
not hundreds, of spectacular custom
specials - not least by Winston Yeh
(Rough Crafts, Taiwan).
Indeed, many BWM 'standard' street
bikes and tourers have been
cruiser kissing cousins, not
least the current 'standard' R
1250 R - as much cruiser as it
is street bike.
The R 18 has been much trailed
during the past 18 months, with
two initial design concept iterations
and specials by Revival Cycles in the
USA and Custom Works Zon in Japan.
However, the BMW story that brought
the German manufacturer to this place
goes back several more years than
that.
Back in 2008, legendary head of the
BMW Design Studio David Robb (from
Boston) unveiled what was then
described as the BMW 'LoRider' - a
design concept for a Boxer 1200
engined modular custom cruiser
program. Robb's team had taken hints
of muscle bikes and streetfighters and
combined them with lashings of
Italian-esque roadster to come up with
a naked cruiser that was clearly
intended to add yet another new
direction for the manufacturer as Robb
determinedly continued to drive BMW
motorcycles away from the 'pipe &
slippers' image of its past.
That Robb succeeded in his mission is
the stuff of record, but sadly the
'LoRider' was not one of his success
stories. I saw him unveil it at EICMA in
2008, and he concluded his remarks at
the press unveiling with the now
legendary statement of intent -
"Harley - we are coming after you!".
Unfortunately, the timing (just four
weeks after the 'Lehman Apocalypse')
wasn't helpful, and the project
appears to have languished for a few
years as BMW, indeed al l
manufacturers, held on to the tiger by
the tail waiting for the financial crisis
recession to find the bottom of its

ocean.
It is rumored that one of a

series of fierce arguments between
Robb and his employers that
prompted him to quit in 2012 was over
the direction that BMW wanted to
head in with the 'LoRider' as they eyed
blowing the dust off the project. 
Whatever the plans, without Robb's
energy, and with the market still only
two thirds of the way to its 2014
seabed, the 'LoRider' never did see the
light of day. What the story does tell us
though is just how seriously BMW has

been coveting a share of Harley's
action and for how long.
The mission behind the R 18 is
avowedly to rain on Harley's parade,
and with initial press reactions and
test reports having nothing but good
to say, then maybe, as Harley
(theoretically) gets ready to play in
BMW's Adventure Tourer/Dual Sport
backyard, just maybe the R 18 could
finally be the model to gain BMW
some traction in Harley's backyard.
Described as borrowing from famous
BMWs of old, such as the legendary R
5 (1937 - 1939) with an essentials only
"purist, no-frills technology," don't be
fooled by the apparent simplicity of the
R 18 - this a very advanced, rider-

centric mile eater, "offering a riding
experience that is as cultivated as it is
emotional."
The centerpiece of the new BMW R 18
is a newly developed air cooled two-
cylinder boxer engine - the "Big
Boxer" - the most powerful two-
cylinder boxer engine ever used in
motorcycle series production with a
displacement of 1,802 cc and peak
output of 91 hp (67 kW) at 4,750 rpm,
with over 150 Nm of torque available
at all times between 2,000 to 4,000
rpm for "elemental pulling power
combined with a full, resonant
sound."
The 'Boxer' engine layout is a naturally
smooth, low center of gravity
configuration, and on the R 18 is
housed in a double-loop steel tube
frame and rear swingarm with
enclosed axle drive and a rigid-frame
look with mid-mount pegs.
The suspension elements of the R 18
deliberately dispense with electronic
adjustment options. Instead, a 49 mm
telescopic fork and a directly mounted
central suspension strut with travel-
dependent damping and adjustable
spring preload "ensure superior wheel
control and suspension comfort."
Suspension travel is 120 mm at the
front and 90 mm at the rear; the
braking system consists of a twin disc
brake at the front and a single at the
rear with four-piston fixed calipers. 
There are three riding modes ("Rain",
"Roll" and "Rock") along with ASC
and MSR - disengageable Automatic
Stability Control and Engine Drag
Torque Control as standard and
Reverse Assist and Hill Start Control as
ex-factory options.
The new R 18 will be offered
worldwide as an exclusive R 18 First
Edition right from launch, with a
standard model reserved additionally
for certain markets. 
Customizing parts offered by BMW
include RSD 'Machined' and '2 Tone
Black' collections, as well as co-
branded BMW/Mustang seats and
Vance & Hines exhaust systems.

Is This the Shape of Cruisers to Come?

More
Torque Than

the Wife
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Indian Motorcycle has had to issue a
recall of "certain" 2020 Challenger
motorcycles already, due to a
potential engine output shaft bearing
problem. The bearing may not have
been sufficiently lubricated during
assembly, possibly resulting in
bearing failure at very low mileage.

Kevin Lackey of Freedom
Powersports, the 13-dealer
group in Texas, and Curtis Sloan
of Sloan's Motorcycle & ATV
(Murfreesboro, TN., a 13-brand
powersports store) have joined
the MIC's Dealer Advisory
Council, "adding more veteran
talent to represent the needs
and interests of dealerships
across the nation."

Royal Enfield is discontinuing
production of the 500 cc single-
cylinder engine it introduced in 2009
- reportedly due to compliance issues
with India's new domestic emissions
regulations. The popular 'Classic' and
'Bullet' model names that used the
engine will continue, but with a new
engine that is in development.

A recent survey of 100 dealers
in 35 US states by PSB and BMO
Capital Markets found that as
at the final 10 days of March, a
total of 67% were either
operating at full capacity or
were still open, but with
reduced hours. The remaining
37% were either only open for
service or closed entirely until
further notice. Some 61% of
those surveyed were stores
with a turnover of $3m or more.

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission Report shows
continuing decline in ATV injuries
according to the ATV Safety Institute.
Assessing a 10-year period (2009-
2018), CPSC staff continued to find a
statistically significant decreasing
trend of -38% for the 10-year period;
with a -13% decrease coming in
2017/2018. 

The Irvine, California Motorcycle
Safety Foundation (MSF) hopes
to be conducting a series of
regional Rider Education
Training System workshops
across the country this year.
These RETS are one to two-day
professional development
workshops offering a variety of
activities to help RiderCoaches
become more effective
motorcycle safety professionals.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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AFT has announced a newly forged
partnership with STACYC Inc. - the
creator of the original and patented
children's electric balance bike.
Since its inception in 2016, STACYC
has made a significant impact in the
market by introducing kids, ages 3-7,
to motorcycles in a less intimidating
and more engaging way. The original
STACYC EDRIVE model was
specifically designed as a tool to
bridge the gap from pushbikes to
motorcycles by giving kids a bike that
allows them to learn balance, throttle
control and braking at their own pace,
on an extremely lightweight and low-
impact platform.
Now owned by Harley-Davidson, Mike
Dettmers, Director of Business
Development for STACYC Inc, said:
"Our mission is pretty simple - create
the next generation of riders globally. 
"We know that providing kids an
experience that they will never forget
is a big part of truly capturing their

attention in a world full of distractions.
Allowing kids the opportunity to race
on the same track as the pros becomes
an experience that is burned into their
memories for a lifetime. 
The love for two wheels runs deep in
the veins of the STACYC crew and we
are working hard to pass that stoke
onto the future enthusiast of our sport.
AFT is an amazing program and Flat
Track is an epic discipline. We are
excited to do our part to drive more
and more kids to the excitement of
motorcycles."
No stranger to the AFT series, STACYC
has become a fan favorite after
multiple demo rides and exhibition
races at select AFT rounds in 2019.
Fans can look forward to an expansion
of this partnership with STACYC
demos and activations present at the
2020 Daytona TT, Texas Half-Mile and
So-Cal Half-Mile events. The Texas HM
and So-Cal HM events will also feature
STACYC exhibition races.

STACYC Inc. and
AFT Strike Official
Partnership

Riverside, California specialist
ODI has been named the Official
Grips and Handlebars sponsor
for the 2020 series.
"We've come to know Flat Track
racing as America's oldest
foundation for professional
motorcycle racing," said Johnny
Jump, Powersports Sales &
Marketing Manager for ODI
Grips. "The racing is pure,
hardcore, high-speed and very
intense. 
"We want to put ODI Grips into
the hands of these racers at this
level of competition. Our goal is
to provide these riders with the

most control and the most
confidence available for racing
at these speeds. Introducing our
Lock-On grip system and
Podium series handlebars to the
teams, riders and families that
live and breathe this sport is
our primary objective. 
"AFT has provided us all this
platform, and we intend to
utilize it to its fullest extent. We
are proud to be a part of the
series and look forward to
delivering the most solid
product to the racers."
www.odigrips.com

ODI Named AFT Official
Grips and Handlebars

AFT has renewed its partnership
with Drag Specialties and Parts
Unlimited as the Official
Powersports Distributor of
American Flat Track.  
The Wisconsin based company
was a prominent presence at
AFT events in 2019 and will
continue to do so in the coming
season. "As the world's largest
distributors of aftermarket
accessories, fans will naturally
recognize the Drag Specialties
and Parts Unlimited branding
from their favorite motorcycle
retailers. The sister brands have
become the most trusted names
in the industry, Drag Specialties
dominating aftermarket sales in

the American V-twin market and
Parts Unlimited with its power
present in the motorsports
scene.

"A big thank you to Drag
Specialties and Parts Unlimited
for their continued support for
American Flat Track," said

Michael Lock, CEO of AFT. "With
Drag Specialties focused on the
H-D and V-twin markets and
Parts Unlimited's expertise in
both street and track, we know
that AFT fans are covered
whatever they ride."
"Drag Specialties and Parts
Unlimited are very happy to
continue to support the sport
and excited to be involved with
American Flat Track for another
two years," said Hylton Beattie,
Global Motorsport Director for
Drag Specialties. "2019
produced amazing racing in all
classes, and we believe the
racing in 2020 will be even
better."

Drag Specialties Renews AFT Partnership

LATEST NEWS
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Among the several motorcycle
manufacturers who are parked in the
paddock, known as "pending" at this
time, is KTM.
Whenever the 2020 series is able to
get underway (if at all), KTM will be
back in play as a renewed partner,
following a successful inaugural 2019
season that saw the entire Red Bull
KTM Factory Race Team finish within
the Top 10 in championship points.
For 2020, KTM is 'Ready To Race' with
its full support behind the winningest
rider in the AFT Singles class, Shayna

Texter, as she prepares to make
another run at the AFT Singles
championship aboard her factory-
tuned KTM 450 SX-F.
There will be an expansion of KTM's
wildly successful 'Ride Orange Street
Demo Tour' - originally slated for five
events in 2020: the March 28 Yamaha
Atlanta Short Track presented by Law
Tigers, May 2 Texas Half-Mile, May 30
Red Mile, June 13 Laconia Short Track
presented by Russ Brown Motorcycle
Attorneys and July 4 New York Short
Track. 

"We are very happy that KTM is once
again bringing their 'Ride Orange
Street Demo Tour' to AFT weekends,
complementing their powerful on-
track presence," said Michael Lock,
CEO of American Flat Track.
"Motorcycling is all about the riding
experience, and our fans can get up
close and personal with KTM at AFT
venues across the season."

KTM and AFT Renew
Partnership for 2020

After another impressive season
in 2019 for the three-time
Manufacturer's Champion,
Indian Motorcycle and AFT's
2020 partnership sees the
manufacturer digging even
deeper as it enhances its
package of support for this
year's series, whenever it is able
to get underway (if at all!).
In addition to its generous
contingency fund (over
$350,000) and factory backed
'Wrecking Crew' race team,
Indian Motorcycle’s huge
commitments for 2020 also
include sponsorship of three of
AFT’s most anticipated events
and substantial support of AFT’s
broadcast efforts on NBCSN.
Indian Motorcycle will return as
the presenting sponsor of one
of AFT's most exciting events of

the year - the Buffalo Chip TT
presented by Indian Motorcycle
in Sturgis, South Dakota, on
August 9.
At all rounds, attendees will
once again be treated to
dedicated fan areas, dealer
demo rides, bike displays and
giveaways and a special 10 x 20
foot Indian Motorcycle display
featuring the hottest models of
machinery in its fleet.
The Minnesota-based
manufacturer will once again be
an integral part and partner of
AFT’s NBCSN telecast, and fans
viewing at home can look
forward to more on-board
footage of the Wrecking Crew
as they set their sights on
another championship.
Indian Motorcycle’s contingency
payment program for AFT

SuperTwins presented by Vance
& Hines riders is huge again,
with FTR750-mounted Main
Event winners continuing to
receive $10,000 per event.
Second-through-fifth-place
finishers earn $3,500, $1,500,
$1,250 and $1,000, respectively,
with pay-outs extending
through all top-ten positions.
Indian Motorcycle's
championship bonus is $25,000
to any rider who tops the AFT
SuperTwins class having
competed aboard an FTR750.

Indian Motorcycle and AFT
Renew Series Partnership

The 2020 AFT Contingency Program is
the largest yet at over $3m according
to the AMA - riders in all three classes
of AFT are eligible for a total of over
$3,100,000 in contingency offerings.
Designed to reward riders based on
race results and the f inal
championship standings, the AFT

Contingency Awards Program is
funded by participating brands
offering cash awards.
The total funds available for each class
are as follows:

• $1,685,700 for AFT 
SuperTwins presented 
by Vance & Hines

• $711,100 for AFT 
Production Twins

• $729,250 for AFT Singles

"Only a few short years ago,
contingency dollars available in AFT
struggled to reach $200,000," said

Michael Lock, CEO of American Flat
Track. "This record year, with over
$3,000,000 on offer, is testament to
how far the series has come, the
confidence level the industry has in
the sport and the rapidly rising status
of our top performing athletes. I want
to thank all the participating brands
for putting money into the hands of
American Flat Track racers."
OEMs participating in the 2020
American Flat Track Contingency
Program include Harley-Davidson,
Honda, Husqvarna , Ind ian
Motorcycle, Kawasaki, KTM, Suzuki
and Yamaha.
Other participating brands include
Arai Helmet, Dainese, Dunlop
Motorcycle Tires, Motion Pro, S&S
Cycle and Vance & Hines.

2020 AFT Contingency
Program Breaks $3M

The 95th edition of the FIM
International Six Days Enduro
(ISDE) has been postponed. The
event had been slated for
Lombardy-Piedmont, Italy, from
August 31 to September 5th.
The event is now slated for
August 30 - September 4, 2021
at the same Rivanazzano Terme
venue south of Milan. The USA
claimed the World Trophy,
Women's World Trophy and Club
division titles at the 2019 ISDE
in Portimao, Portugal, and
finished runner-up in the Junior
World Trophy Class. The ISDE is
the most prestigious off-road
motorcycle event in the world.
First held in Carlisle, England, in
1913, the ISDE is one of the
longest-running events on the
FIM calendar.

There is confusion in the UK
concerning the Government's
announced plan to bring forward its
ban on sales of internal combustion
(and hybrid platform) vehicles. The
UK Department of Transport has now
said that the new date is merely a
consultation date and that it would
not include motorcycles after all.
Presumably they would be banned as
of the original 2040 date, but there is
no clarity, and the MCIA in the UK
points out that the UK Government
could include motorcycles at any time
of its choosing without consultation.

AFT has signed its first Official
Beer partnership with Colorado
headquartered New Belgium
Brewing. With over thirty years
of brewing to its credit, the all-
American New Belgium brand
has turned what started as a
basement homebrew dream
into a fully fledged operation.
As part of its deal, New
Belgium will be the presenting
sponsor of hospitality
packages at select AFT events. 

Dunlop Motorcycle Tires has
extended its official tire support for
AFT with a new program to support
amateur racers. In addition to being
the Official Tire of AFT for the fourth
year, Dunlop will also expand its
very successful Team Dunlop
motocross program in 2020 to
include select amateur events.
Benefits for AFT amateurs will
include tire discounts.
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The 2020 season marks the 50th year
since the debut of the XR750, a
motorcycle raced, wrenched on and
beloved among the American Flat
Track (AFT) paddock to this day. To
celebrate the anniversary, Harley-
Davidson Super Twins and Production
Twins bikes, along with the Harley-
Davidson Screamin’ Eagle/Vance &
Hines NHRA Pro Stock motorcycles,
will feature the historic color of Harley-
Davidson competition motorcycles, Jet
Fire Orange, along with team haulers,
uniforms and branded accessories.
"The XR750 is the winningest
motorcycle in AMA Pro Racing

motorcycle history," said Jon Bekefy,
General Manager of Brand Marketing
at Harley-Davidson, Inc. "Harley-
Davidson is taking its 50th anniversary
as a moment to reflect on the legacy
and individuals who have designed,
engineered, tuned and raced the
XR750 during its years of competition,
and to celebrate Harley-Davidson’s
2020 racing efforts.
Born in 1970 with the advent of the
new AMA Racing equivalency formula,
the XR750 was created by Harley-
Davidson’s Race Team Manager Dick
O’Brian and team to replace the highly
successful outgoing KR750.
Using a Harley-Davidson Sportster-
based engine, the XR750 utilized
modified cast-iron heads and
cylinders, a magneto instead of a
generator, and improved oiling. In
1972, a new, more powerful all-
aluminum alloy XR750 engine was
introduced.
The perfected machine dominated flat
track racing for decades to come.
Between 1972 and 2008, the XR750
would go on to win 28 of 37 AMA
Grand National Championships. The
XR750 racked up more wins than any
other motorcycle in AMA racing history
and earned the description of being

the "most successful race bike of all
time."
In addition, the XR750 became a
cultural icon with legendary stuntman
Evel Knievel at the handlebars. Evel
Knievel began jumping an XR750 at
the height of his career from 1970 to
1976 and, alongside the exploits of
the racing versions of the XR750,
inspired a generation to ride.
For 2020, the Harley-Davidson Factory

Flat Track team will continue to field
Harley-Davidson’s production-based
tradition for factory flat track
campaigns. The updated Harley-
Davidson XG750R flat tracker,
powered by the liquid-cooled, fuel-
injected and race-tuned 750 cc
Harley-Davidson Revolution X V-Twin,
is based on the production engine
originally designed for the Harley-
Davidson Street 750 motorcycle.

Harley-Davidson Celebrates 50th Anniversary of XR750

http://www.kellermann-online.com
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At its recent 2020 NVP Product
Expo in Louisville, Kentucky,
LeMans Corporation, parent
company to Parts Unlimited and
Drag Specialties, brought in
renowned high-end mountain
bike innovator INTENSE LLC to
showcase its new moto-inspired
concept E-mountain bike.  
"A forum was provided for
dealers and vendors to share
their experience with and
opinions on this emerging
market. The INTENSE Tazer MX
E-bike was met with great
interest and sparked many
discussions on and off the expo
floor as the E-mobility category
starts to gain a foothold in
powersports dealerships across
the country."
"Pedal-assist bicycles are
quickly becoming a significant
segment in our industry," said
Jeff Derge, VP of Sales for
LeMans. "Many of the
motorcycle OEMs are now
selling E-bikes in Europe and
the U.S.A. and offering models

that cover many riding styles. E-
MTB, road, gravel, commuter
and urban are some of the most
popular styles that are
interesting for the powersports
channel.
"Mark your calendars - we will
be launching the INTENSE Tazer
MX and an initial line of PG&A
at our 2020 Fall NVP Expo in
Madison, WI, on August 22nd
and 23rd. We'll have products
and experts on hand to speak
with dealers about this new
category, and like always we
will have the top brands and
manufacturer representatives
showing their new and top-
selling products from every
category in powersports and
American V-twin."
"INTENSE has always engaged
in and been inspired by
motorsports, with motocross
and off-road motorcycling
closely tied to our company's
history and products," said
INTENSE CEO Jeff Steber. "With
the development of the Tazer,

we created a true E-
performance category in
bicycling – innovating how E-
MTBs ride and perform while
elevating the overall
performance of the entire
segment. With our new
partnership with Parts
Unlimited, we will be able to

deliver a powersports industry-
specific Tazer model to
motorsports dealerships that's
made just for them." 
LeMans says it "welcomes this
opportunity to bring awareness
and products of this growing
market to our network of
dealers." 

LeMans Brings E-Bikes and E-Bike PG&A
Category to Powersports Distribution

http://www.letriclighting.com
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Previously available through Tucker
Powersports, Roland Sands Design has
reached a "strategic partnership with
America's largest omni-channel
platform in the powersports industry -
Comoto - and will align efforts for 3PL
functions and US wholesale
distribution."
Under this partnership, Comoto will be
the exclusive US distributor for RSD
Apparel through their entity Upshift
Distribution, while also offering third

party logistical services for the brand for
direct to consumer fulfilment.
"Aligning with the Comoto group
ensures best in class sales operations
for our dealers and efficient fulfilment
to the end consumer," says Rob
Ramlose, Director of Product, RSD.
"RevZilla and J&P Cycles are
powerhouse eCommerce retailers and
have always been huge supporters of
our apparel business, and with UpShift
managing our dealer network, we feel

this partnership is a great opportunity
for all involved." 
Stevan Popovich, VP, Merchandising
and Business Development at Comoto,
said: "This strategy will allow for
Comoto to maximize business potential
through multiple channels including
our eCommerce platforms RevZilla and
J&P Cycles, our retail chain Cycle Gear
and UpShift Distribution LLC, which will
target motorcycle dealerships and
specialist retailers in the US." 

RSD in Comoto Strategic Partnership

Indian Motorcycle has introduced its
'Click.Deliver.Ride' program, providing
riders with the option of purchasing a
motorcycle from the comfort of their
own home. 
The company says that riders have
long had the ability to search for their
desired model and customize it to their
preference, but they can now work
with their local dealer, either online or
via phone, to complete their purchase
and have their dream bike delivered
right to their doorstep.
In the same way that
'Click.Deliver.Ride' is providing Indian
Motorcycle's customers with
convenience, it is adding value to its
network of dealers as well. Dealers
play a crucial role in their local
communities and economies, which is
why Indian Motorcycle has dedicated
itself to help them navigate through

this unprecedented business situation,
with 'Click.Deliver.Ride' at the
forefront.
"Over the last month, we've all had to
adjust to a new way of life and have
had to alter the ways in which we
conduct our business," said Mike
Dougherty, Indian Motorcycle
President. "Our hope is that

'Click.Deliver.Ride' will help bring
peace of mind to both our loyal
customers and our network of
dealers." 
'Click.Deliver.Ride' is available for a
limited time only at participating
dealers based on applicable laws and
is subject to change. 

Indian Motorcycle - Time Limited
'Click.Deliver.Ride' Program

Added to H-D's Screamin' Eagle
performance bolt-on upgrades
for 2017 and later twin-cooled
M-8 Touring models are these
107 to 128 ci and 114/117 to
131 ci Stage IV kits.
Features of the 128 ci kit
include new CNC-ported heads
with 1 mm bigger valves than
the previous generation, and
fully machined combustion
chambers, high-lift SE8-517
cam, high compression pistons
and a 64 mm throttle body and

cast intake manifold - "this
combination delivers 126 ft-lb
of torque and 121 hp rear-wheel
output when paired with SE
Street Cannon mufflers." 
Additional components include
128 Stage IV timer cover, forged
high compression pistons, high
performance cam bearing and
tappets, 4.31" steel sleeve
cylinders and high flow injectors
(5.5 g/sec). 
On the stock 114/117 ci M-8,
this combination delivers a
claimed 131 ft-lb of torque and
121 hp rear-wheel output. 
Eligible for Custom Coverage
under the motorcycle’s factory
24-month vehicle limited
warranty when authorized H-D

dealer-installed within 60 days
of vehicle purchase; otherwise
backed by a 12-month limited
warranty. Both the 131 ci and
128 ci Stage IV kits comply with
noise and emissions standards
in all U.S. states other than
California on 2017-later Touring
models. Neither kits fit Trike
models. 
2017-’19 models require
separate purchase of a high-
capacity oil pump; 2017-’18
models require separate
purchase of Screamin’ Eagle
high-capacity clutch plate kit;
all models require additional
purchase of ECM recalibration
with the Screamin’ Eagle Pro
Street tuner.

SE 128/131 Stage IV Kits for
2017 and up M-8 Touring 

Buffalo, New York based
Dunlop Motorcycle Tires
in the United States has
created its first ever drag
racing tire - the Dunlop
Dragmax 190/50-17.
Created for professional
and amateur drag racers,
Dunlop Motorcycle Tires has
created the new Dragmax, which is
available in 190/50ZR17 size - "the
most popular size for serious drag
racers on metric and V-twin
motorcycles.
"Dunlop has never focused its
considerable engineering experience
on building a drag racing tire until
now. But the time was right to support
the drag racing market due to the
higher demands of the Pro Street Bike
class, where horsepower and speeds
have achieved new levels in recent
years.
"Professional and amateur drag racers
that are required to run DOT
motorcycle tires had few choices. The
new Dragmax is a radial tire that
utilizes Dunlop’s exclusive N-TEC
construction, similar to that of
Dunlop’s rear road racing slicks. N-TEC
combines the benefits of cut-breaker
construction, which increases
stiffness, with continuously wound
aramid jointless tread construction for
maximum feel and stability.
"This design allows racers to run very
low pressures, increasing the footprint
for maximum traction. The compound
is also very soft, the softest street
compound Dunlop has ever produced
in its Buffalo, New York plant.
"A completely new profile that’s wider
and flatter than a typical hypersports
tire also helps lay down a bigger
footprint. The tire’s construction
minimizes centrifugal growth to keep
that footprint as consistent as
possible, which also reduces the risk of
de-beading."

Dunlop
Dragmax

www.AMDchampionship.com
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With over 40 years of racing
success behind them, Vance &
Hines' partnership with Harley-
Davidson's Screamin' Eagle
Racing will put both brands on
the dirt tracks and drag race
strips when the race seasons
are finally able to get fully
underway - operating Harley's
NHRA Pro Stock Motorcycle and
American Flat Track (AFT) racing
teams. 
When they do get underway,
they will be fielding what they
describe as the "most talented
motorcycle drag racers and flat
track rider line-ups ever.
Amassing hundreds of wins and
numerous championships during
their careers, these riders are
poised to add more hardware to
the Harley-Davidson and Vance
& Hines trophy case.
NHRA Pro Stock Motorcycle
2019 Champion Andrew Hines
and veteran riders Eddie
Krawiec and Angelle Sampey
have 145 race wins and nine
championships to brag about

between them, with Sampey's
42 race wins the most ever for a
female NHRA rider or driver. 
The team's V-twin-powered Pro
Stock Harley-Davidson
motorcycles have bodywork
based on Harley's successful
FXDR model. The cosmetics of
the trio of bikes are updated for
2020 and Sampey gets a new
specification frame, built
specifically for her. 
"We used the off-season to
make significant refinements to
our whole racing package," said
Krawiec. "We expect to be much
more consistent this year and
are excited about bringing
home another championship."
In the AFT series team Harley-
Davidson for SuperTwins, the
premier class of American Flat
Track (AFT) racing, will be a mix
of young guns and a seasoned
veteran. 
Bryan Smith, known for his skill
on mile tracks, joins the team
intending to take back the
Number One plate he earned

with his championship in 2016.
He retains long-time crew chief
Ricky Howerton, who has also
made the move to Harley-
Davidson. Smith joins Jarod
Vanderkooi, a former AFT
Singles champion, and Dalton
Gauthier, the youngest member
of the team. Gauthier is the first
rider to put a Harley-Davidson
XG750R on top of an AFT
podium with his 2019 race win
in the Production Twins class in
Springfield, IL.   
"We've learned so much about
the capabilities of the XG750R
in the past three years, and we
know these are our fastest
bikes ever," said Terry Vance, co-
founder of Vance & Hines. "We
will be a contender in every
race of the series." 

Vance & Hines will Kick Off Delayed
2020 Racing Season with Talented
Riders, Updated Equipment 

This year's list of Sturgis Museum Hall
of Fame inductees includes parts,
accessory and performance industry
legends such as Allen Alvarez, Dave
Mackie and Skeeter Todd and
legendary custom bike builders such as
Arlin Fatland and Don Hotop (Arlen
Ness Lifetime Achievement Award).
There is recognition too for those who
have dedicated themselves to
"keeping the flame alive" in the face
of the challenges that Rider's Rights
are always facing, with this year's
Freedom Fighters award going to
Wayne and Susan Lettau of the local
Sturgis ABATE chapter.
Hugely liked and respected former
custom bike shop owner and builder
Micah McCloskey (California) is
recognized, along with Vicki "Spitfire"
Sanfelipo, a registered nurse and
motorcycle trauma response and
accident scene management expert,
and Jody Perewitz – unless I am
mistaken, making this a first father and
daughter to both be inducted.
sturgismuseum.com/hof

Sturgis Museum Hall of Fame -
Class of 2020

SHOW
ZONE
2020
Mama Tried Postponed

Custom Show Emirates Cancelled

Toronto International Spring 
MC Show Cancelled

Billsport Performance & 
Custom Show Cancelled

Vive La Moto Cancelled

Laughlin River Run Cancelled

OG Moto Show Postponed

H-D Euro Festival Cancelled

Vision Moto Project Postponed

Moscow Custom & Tuning Show
Postponed from April
Moscow, Russia • May 9-11

Biker Fest Postponed

Concorso d'Eleganza Villa d'Este
Cancelled

Bike Shed Postponed to 2021

FH-DCE Super Rally Cancelled

Euro Bike Fest
Pasohlavky, Czech Republic 
• May 28-31 

Gerardmer Motordays Cancelled

Isle of Man TT Cancelled

Street Vibrations Spring Rally
Sparks, NV, USA • Jun 5-7

Custom Bike Show
Norrtälje, Sweden • Jun 6

Wheels & Waves
Biarritz, France • June 10-14

Magic-Bike-Rally
Rüdesheim am Rhein, Germany 
• June 11-14

Republic of Texas
Austin, TX, USA • June 11-14

Laconia Motorcycle Week
Laconia, NH, USA • June 13-21

European H.O.G. Rally
Portoroz, Slovenia • June 18-21

Hamburg Harley Days
Hamburg, Germany • June 26-28

Punta Bagna Valloire
Valloire, France • June 26-28

Born Free
Silverado, CA, USA • June 27-28

Pikes Peak International Hill Climb
Colorado, USA • June 28

Prague Harley Days
Prague, Czech Republic • July 3-4 

American Tours Festival
Tours, France • July 3-5 

Myrtle Beach Bike Week
Postponed from May
Myrtle Beach, SC, USA • July 13-19 

Custombike Summer Days
Mannheim, Germany • July 17-19 
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This year marks the 50th anniversary
of Joe Teresi's launch of Easyriders
magazine, and now the iconic
magazine lives again. Kind of.
Under the recent new ownership of
apparel/fashion industry entrepreneur
and "brandmaker" Pepper Foster (of
identical twins Chip and Pepper Foster
denim clothing and Cartoon Madness
fame) there are plans "to advance the
iconic label in the global market."
Some 10,000 copies of a first re-
launch edition were printed and sold
out online in just three days in January.
The debut issue featured Norman
Reedus on the cover, photographed by
Brian Bowen Smith, supermodel Erin
Wasson and the band Wild Belle.
A company release states that "under
new leadership, Easyriders will expand
the vision of what it means to be a
motorcycle enthusiast in the 21st
century."
"I'm so proud and excited to introduce
the iconic Easyriders brand to a new
generation and to expand this
powerhouse label to partners
worldwide through licensing our
brand with likeminded partners," said
Pepper Foster, co-founder of the
pioneering fashion label Chip and
Pepper. 
"We see endless opportunities to
expand the Easyriders branded
products to the apparel, lifestyle and
home markets." The company release
goes on to state that "in addition to
the brand's new iteration, Easyriders
has revised and reimagined its
celebrated print product as of January
2020. The niche monthly will
transform to a quarterly publication,
expanding coverage to include travel,
art, design, style and entertainment
alongside its mainstay features on the
movers and shakers of the moto world.

Easyriders will add to its event and
major-label product collaborations."
In an interview published by fashion,
beauty and business website WWD,
Foster is quoted as stating: "We've
taken it [Easyriders] from what was,
well, more trashy, to now being almost
like a GQ for bikers. It's more lifestyle
now, with a different style of shots,
higher quality of photos [don't say that
to Michael Lichter!].  Women are
shooting women even," he added,
alluding to the magazine's earlier
look, [which was] something along the
lines of a Playboy-meets-gearhead
fantasy, according to WWD.
"One of the reasons I wanted the
brand, it's so iconic, but was never
really, properly nurtured," Foster said.
He purchased his first motorcycle in
1989, a time he remembers fondly for
being able to ride without a helmet
and growing up with the magazine.
While the purchase price of Easyriders
is being kept confidential, Foster said
this year he's looking to get to around

$8 million in revenue and said in three
years' time, he's expecting revenue to
hit around $50 million. "This is a
meeting year," he said, "I want to
grow this the right way and hit the
right customer."
A social media overhaul was followed
by a 140-page first new edition, with
Foster's wife Vanessa as the creative
director. Foster states that his goal isn't
to merely operate a niche quarterly
magazine for the fun of it, saying that
he sees significant business potential
in licensing the Easyriders name as
well as the earlier art that appeared in
the magazine "like that of the late
artist David Mann, who painted the
biker lifestyle." Foster is apparently
already looking at licensing Mann's
work for socks and underwear and is
thinking about other brands like Vans,
a popular shoe for West Coast riders. 
Easyriders new Chief Executive Officer
is Charles Perez, a veteran apparel
manufacturer in L.A., and Foster says
he sees potential in an events business
and has hired Chris Breed, an L.A.
restaurateur and consultant known for
the Roxbury and Pig & Whistle. WWD
reported that Easyriders is looking to
host six events this year, which Foster
(who WWD describes as "naturally
excitable") foresees as a kind of "biker
Coachella," offering a mix of camping,
riding and music performances. Foster
is already said to be looking at TV deals
for the brand and WWD states that
more acquisitions of troubled but
quality assets are likely, although
Foster is not looking in his 'native'
apparel market. 
"This is just the start," he said. "I'm
building a really boutique company
that can reposition or reset some
beloved brands."
www.easyriders.com

New Owner in Easyriders
Relaunch Bid
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SHOW
ZONE
World Ducati Week
Postponed to 2021

Fuel Cleveland
Cleveland, OH, USA • July 25

Bike and Music Weekend
Geiselwind, Germany • July 30-Aug 2

Polish Bike Week
Karpacz, Poland • July 30-Aug 2

Sturgis Motorcycle Rally
Sturgis, SD, USA • Aug 7-16

Bonneville Motorcycle Speed Trials
Bonneville, UT, USA • Aug 29-Sep 3

Wharf Rat Rally
Digby, Canada • Sep 2-6

Glemseck 101
Leonberg, Germany • September 4-6

Bike & Art Moto Brasil
Postponed from May
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil • September 4-7

European Bike Week
Faaker See, Austria • Sep 8-13

Cherokee Blue Ridge Run
NC, USA • Sep 11-13

New Order Chopper Show
Kobe, Japan • Sep 20

Mondial de la Moto
Paris, France • Oct 1-11

AIMExpo
Columbus, OH, USA • Oct 1-4

Artistry in Iron
Las Vegas, NV, USA • Oct 1-4

INTERMOT & AMD World Champs
Cologne, Germany • October 8-11

Biketoberfest
Daytona Beach, FL, USA • Oct 15-18

Motorcycle Trade Expo
Stoneleigh Park, UK • Oct 18-20

Motorcycle Taiwan
Postponed from April
Taipei, Taiwan • Oct 21-24

Oslo Motor Show
Oslo, Norway • Oct 23-25

SEMA
Las Vegas, NV, USA • Nov 3-6

EICMA
Milan, Italy • Nov 3-8

Bigtwin Bikeshow & Expo* 
Houten, Netherlands • Nov 5-8

Handbuilt
Postponed from April
Austin, TX, USA • Nov 13-15

Salao Duas Rodas
Sao Paulo, Brazil • Nov 23-28

Custombike 
Bad Salzuflen, Germany • Dec 4-6

Yokohama Hot Rod Custom Show
Yokohama, Japan • Dec 6
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The latest data from the IVM, the
motorcycle industry trade
association in Germany, shows
motorcycle registrations down
by -18.70% in March at 16,581
units, having been up 8.35%
(20,394 units) in March 2019.
The effects of the coronavirus
pandemic have been less
pronounced in Germany than
elsewhere in Europe, both in
terms of known cases and
resulting deaths, as well as in the
subsequent financial impacts.
Indeed, as this edition of AMD
went to press (16th April),
Germany was one of the
European markets already
announcing some loosening of
lockdown/shelter-in-place
regulations. Having been +6.38%
for January and February
combined (13,698 units),
Germany was -8.99% for Q1
(30,279 units YTD). In total PTW
terms, Germany was -15.81% in
March (22,987 units) and -2.52%
for Q1 (43,114 units YTD).

In Q1 motorcycle market share
terms, BMW is 'Top Dog' with a
massive 28.99% share in its
home market (8,778 units sold
YTD), followed by Kawasaki,
KTM, Honda, Yamaha, and
Harley-Davidson in 6th spot
(2,255 units sold YTD).
The top selling model was
BMW's R 1250 GS (3,028 units
YTD), followed by the Kawasaki
Z900, BMW R 1250 RS,
Kawasaki Z650 and BMW S
1000 RR. A record 10 of the Top
20 best sellers were BMW
models. Harley's best seller was
the Street Bob, followed by the
Sport Glide.
For context - the German
motorcycle market grew by
+4.38% to 113,039 units in 2019,
with PTW sales growing by
+6.53% to 165,311 units - both
the best performance since 2008
(excluding the rush to register
pre-Euro 4 models before the law
changed at the end of 2016).

Germany: Motorcycles 
-18.70% in March

20,000

40,000
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With the announcement that both
BMW and KTM are to pull out of
INTERMOT (Cologne, Germany,
October) and EICMA (Milan, Italy,
November), there are now serious
question marks over whether or not
either show will be able to go ahead.
BMW is one of the senior members of
the IVM, the German trade association
that owns INTERMOT, and so is, in effect,
one of the owners of INTERMOT.
Koelnmesse, the Cologne exhibition
centre where INTERMOT is staged, is not
involved in the INTERMOT ownership
equation. However, at this time,
Koelnmesse is closed until further notice
by its owners, the City of Cologne and
the North Rhein-Westphalia state
government. The Milan Rho exhibition
centre that hosts EICMA every
November is currently being used as a
field hospital for the hard hit city of
Milan and province of Lombardy.
In their statement (April 2nd) BMW
stated "this decision was made in order
to counteract current planning
uncertainty at an early stage" and "in
the interests of the greatest possible
security, predictabil i ty and
transparency."
BMW Motorrad will instead present the
world premieres and product highlights
planned for these motorcycle shows on
alternative platforms in autumn 2020.
In doing so, the company will
increasingly rely on its own formats and
digital communication channels.
For BMW to announce it is withdrawing
(also from EICMA/Milan) will be a
serious body blow to both shows.
BMW's absence will dramatically affect
visitor numbers and result in an even
greater reduction in aftermarket
exhibitor vendor numbers than there
has already been - especially those for
whom BMW models represent the
majority of their business, of which there
are usually many at INTERMOT.
KTM's announcement came 48 hours
after BMW's, and it is hard to think that
there wasn't coordination between the
two manufacturers, who have a track
record of working closely on strategic
issues.
Europe's largest motorcycle
manufacturer by unit volume (over
280,000 in 2019), KTM said that it had
"assessed their overall strategy for the

rest of 2020, and we have decided to
make several key decisions in the wake
of COVID-19 impacting public health,
communities, the motorcycle industry
and business on a global scale. 
"In the best interest of our employees
and customers, the company will
withdraw from global trade shows for
the rest of the year, including INTERMOT
in Cologne, Germany, and the EICMA
exhibition in Milan, Italy." 
Hubert Trunkenpolz, CMO at KTM AG,
said: "Trade shows are key business
milestones for the entire motorcycle
industry, but given the situation, public
health and the welfare of our staff are
higher priorities over the coming
months. We have taken this course of
action with a great deal of thought and,
as a company, KTM AG would be
pleased and interested if show
promoters, EICMA in particular, would
consider moving dates to 2021, when
we hope and expect the situation to be
settled and back to normal."
While neither manufacturer specifically
name-checked AIMExpo, planned for
Columbus, Ohio, in September, they did
both state, quite clearly, that they are
withdrawing from ALL exhibitions. So
those question marks must now hover
over the USA's principal industry Expo
too. Following what can only be
described as a clarion call for Expo
postponement by Trunkenpolz, other
OEMs are highly likely to follow BMW's
and KTM's lead in Europe, USA and
elsewhere.

Question Marks
Over Expos
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As the global motorcycle industry continues to be in the grip of a
medically induced coma, it is uncertainty that is the principal
enemy in economic terms. Forecasts for unemployment rates and
economic contraction vary wildly, reflecting a wide range of
differences between those who think the economies of Europe
and the United States could bounce back strongly in the second
half of the year, and those who see longer and darker economic
shadows being cast by the global pandemic. Either way, it is
imperative that the right balance is struck between the apparently
competing priorities of protecting public health and switching
economic activity back on. The priority must be to protect public
health first and foremost. That said, we all of us need to be able
to get the best possible grasp on the timings of the options we'll
each be faced with moving forward, so in addition to a modest
round-up of current OE news, here is an insight into what has
been happening to new motorcycle sales in Europe, and selected
other news from the international powersports market that is of a
more strategic nature... 
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Always the quickest to compile
its data, the latest new Powered
Two-Wheeler (PTW) registration
numbers from ANESDOR, the
motorcycle industry trade
association in Spain, the first
released for March, gives us an
insight into how the coronavirus
pandemic has already started to
affect the major markets in
Europe, and they do not make
pretty reading.
For context, Spanish PTW
motorcycle registrations were
+12.17% in 2019, with 194,663
units registered, the best market
performance in Spain since
before 2008. 
The year was off to a good start,
with January +13.45% and
February +21.43%, and over
14,000 new PTWs sold in each of
the first two months of 2020.
Then it hit the fan. There were
16,201 registrations recorded in
March 2019, but for March 2020
registrations were down by 
-43.66% at 9,128 units.
For the year to date, the first
quarter of 2020, the market in
Spain is -6.88% cumulatively in
PTW terms (38,047 units), having
been +18.69% (40,858 units) for
Q1 of 2019.
Statistically, the figures are even
worse in Spain when looking at
motorcycles alone. The market
there was -46.64% (7,997 units)
in March, having been
+19.28%/12,825 units in
February and +11.96%/12,373
units in January.
For the first quarter as a whole,
the motorcycle market in Spain is
-9.79% (33,188 units), having
been +18.13% (36,789 units) for
Q1 2019.
Jose Maria Riano, General
Secretary of ANESDOR, says that

March was going quite well in
Spain until around March 14,
which was when the Spanish
Prime Minister effectively
declared a state of emergency -
the market became paralyzed
straight away.
In percentage terms, ANESDOR
says that it should be noted that
until March 13 growth was
running at +37.8% and then fell
by -89% in the second half of
March.
Riano said: "With every day that
passes with the market closed,
any recovery becomes more
difficult for the companies in the
sector. In this emergency we are
going through, it is necessary to
take the appropriate measures to
minimize both the social and the
economic impact. It is necessary
to think about a crash plan to
recover the automotive and
motorcycle sectors if we want to
preserve jobs.
"ANESDOR is keeping the
communication channels open
with the Government of Spain
and, through ACEM in Brussels,
with the European Commission
with the objective of seeking
coordinated solutions in this
situation of health crisis - social
and economic." 

Spain: Total PTW Registrations
-43.66% for March 2020

Jose Maria Riano, General
Secretary of ANESDOR

Though hit slightly less
hard than Spain and Italy
so far, the latest data
available from the MCIA,
the motorcycle industry
association in the UK,
shows that  new
motorcycle registration
growth in the UK came to
a crashing halt in March
with sa les  down 
-22.19% for the calendar
month at 12,484 units,
having been +2.29% in January
(5,709 units) and +3.48 in February
(4,254 units). For the YTD, the UK was
-12.78% for Q1 at 22,449 units. 
In PTW terms, the UK was -21.74% in
March (12,981 units), and was 
-12.30%  for the first quarter, having
been worth 16,586 units in March
2019 (-21.74%).
The largest single market sector in the
UK remains 'Naked' style bikes,
followed by Scooters and the
Adventure Sport sector broadly equal.
Speed has historically been the name
of the game in the UK, but ever since
the 2008 financial crash, Supersport
model sales are at a fraction of what
they were. The UK was worth over
1,400 'custom' style bikes in March. 
The top selling motorcycle in the UK in
March was the BMW R 1250 GS, with

the S 1000RR topping the sportbike
market and the R 1250 RT the leading
Touring model. Honda is market leader
in the UK, followed by BMW, Yamaha,
Kawasaki, Triumph, KTM and Suzuki,
with Harley 9th and Ducati 10th.
By way of context - motorcycle
registrations in the UK grew slightly in
2019, +0.72%, with 100,472 units
sold. Many in the UK pointed to Brexit
and general economic uncertainty,
with consumer confidence low, as the
reasons for the UK to lag so badly
behind the 2019 and prior growth
seen in most other markets in Europe.
Along with Italy, France, Germany and
Spain, the UK is one of Europe's 'Big
Five' markets (actually, the 5th largest),
who between them account for over
80% of new motorcycle registrations
annually in Europe.

The latest motorcycle
industry registration
statistics from ANCMA, the
motorcycle industry trade
association in Italy (and
owner of EICMA), do not
make good reading.
In motorcycle terms, March
was -69.18% at 3,855
units (compared to 12,507
units for March 2019 - the
third highest month of last
year).
This followed a good start to 2020 with
January +3.13% (6,817 units) and
February +12.70% (8,857 units). For
the year-to-date (first quarter),
motorcycle registrations in Italy are 
-27.61% (19,529 units in total).
In total PTW terms, March was -66.09%
at 8,519 units (+27.27%/25,121 units
in March 2019), and the Italian market
is -24.73% in total at 41,324 units
(54,900/+18.88% for Q1 2019).
Scooter registrations for Q1 were 
-21.95% at 21,795 units YTD compared
to 27,924 units for Q1 2019. The top

seller in Italy in Q1 was Honda Italia's
SH 150 (2,205 units), followed by the
Piaggio Beverly 300 ABS (1,374 units)
and the Yamaha TMAX (1,356 units).
The top selling motorcycle was the
BMW R 1250 GS Enduro (779 units),
followed by the Honda Africa Twin
(719 units), BMW R 1250 GS
Adventure, Yamaha Tracer 900 and
Ténéré 700.
For the record, the Italian market was
+6.26% in motorcycle registration
terms for 2019 at 98,883 units and
+5.65% in total PTWs at 231,937 units.

Italy - March 2020 Motorcycle
Registrations -69.18%

UK: Motorcycle Registrations
-22.19% in March 2020
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Responding to the coronavirus
outbreak and resulting race
cancellations, the Madrid based
MotoGP and WSBK rights holder,
Dorna, has moved to secure the future
of the MotoGP World Championship
series by announcing support for the
series' independent teams - those who
do not have full, in-house OE
manufacturer financial backing.
"With the agreement of the FIM and
the fu l l  commitment f rom
shareholders Bridgepoint Capital and
CPP Investments, Dorna Sports is
proud to be able to assure help for
MotoGP class independent teams
through this difficult moment in the
history of our sport, as well as teams
in the Moto2 and Moto3 classes.
"Through the International Road-
Racing Teams Association, MotoGP
independent teams will each receive
considerable advance payments
during the months of April, May and
June, irrespective of whether activity is
restarted or not. This is in order to
guarantee the economic wellbeing of
the independent teams and their staff,
as well as to secure their subsistence

for the future.
"In addition, IRTA has already made
payments to all Moto2 and Moto3
teams to support them during this
difficult period. Further measures for
the intermediate and lightweight class
teams will be considered in due
course.
"As previously stated, Dorna Sports is
working hard to try and ensure that
this crisis leaves all those in the
MotoGP World Championship with
only one consequence - that of a
modified calendar."   
Reports in Spain and the United States
say that the financial support is in the
amount of € 250,000 per month for
the three months of April, May and
June. The MotoGP teams to benefit
from the payments include Petronas
Yamaha, Red Bull KTM Tech3, Reale
Avintia Ducati, Pramac Ducati, LCR

Honda and the Gresini Aprilia squad
(still an independent).
The Moto2 and Moto3 teams will
receive support in addition to the €
25,000 per rider they have already
been promised. So far, no
announcements have been made
about support for WSBK teams.

STOP PRESS
Italian and Catalan Grand Prix
Postponed
Due to the ongoing coronavirus
outbreak, the GP d’Italia Oakley
(Autodromo del Mugello, May
29-31) and GP Monster Energy
de Catalunya (Circuit de
Barcelona-Catalunya, June 5-7)
are the latest MotoGP rounds to
have been postponed.
Dorna says that "as the
situation remains in a state of
constant evolution, new dates
for these Grand Prix events, as
well as the recently postponed
French and Spanish GPs, cannot
be confirmed until it becomes
clearer when exactly it will be
possible to hold the events. A
revised calendar will be
published as soon as available."
As things stand at April 4th and
per the original MotoGP
calendar for 2020, the HJC
Helmets Motorrad Grand Prix
Deutschland on June 21st will
be the opening round at the
Sachsenring (Chemnitz), Saxony,
Germany.

Dorna - Financial Support for
Independent MotoGP Teams

Polaris has created a new senior
management role, that of a
Chief Digital Officer, with the
role being filled by new hire
Victor M. (Vic) Koelsch, who
joins Polaris from Exide
Technologies, where he was
CEO, leading "a challenging
turnaround of the company."
Reporting directly to Polaris
CEO Scott Wine and CFO Mike
Speetzen, he "possesses 30
years of digital and technology
experience, with extensive
background in digital strategy,
technology development and
connected product and service
offerings, as well as general
management. 
A seasoned executive, with
technology and customers'
digital expectations evolving

faster than ever, Koelsch will
"own the digital strategy for
the company. He will be
responsible for accelerating
Polaris' development and
integration of digital
technologies into its products,

services and experiences, as
well as leading the creation of
new business solutions and
digital offerings," said Wine.
"We have been building
industry-leading digital
capabilities for several years
and are excited for Vic to take
our digital efforts to the next
level and deliver more value to
customers and shareholders. He
has made a career of
developing and implementing
market-leading technology
solutions, and we are excited
for him to leverage that acumen
to augment our existing
initiatives and spearhead
Polaris' digital future."
Prior to his role at Exide,
Koelsch held multiple roles with
the Michelin Group.

Polaris - Chief Digital Officer
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Mahindra Automotive North America
(MANA) (manufacturer of the Roxor
line of UTVs) has re-tooled its Auburn
Hills, Michigan headquarters and
manufacturing facility to produce an
aspiration box with an innovative
ease-of-use design, face shields and
masks for local frontline healthcare
workers and first responders and
additional products to be identified
through coordination with the State
of Michigan. A Mahindra food truck
is to distribute free meals to Oakland
County healthcare workers and first
responders.

While waiting for supplies of
medical personal protection
equipment, dirt bike riding
nurses from Central California
told Rodger O'Keefe, Cycle
Gear's Vice President of retail
store operations, that they
could use motorcycle goggles in
the interim to help protect them
from the novel coronavirus. Ken
Murphy, President and CEO of
Comoto Holdings, parent
company of Cycle Gear, J&P
Cycles and RevZilla, then
donated $50,000 worth of
inventory to hospitals and
emergency management
offices. Not long after, Daniel
Gómez, with UCLA Health,
called the Cycle Gear store in
Lomita, California, to order
goggles in bulk – 2,000 of them.
Store Manager Anthony Thacker,
who had heard about the
donation plan, sent the request
up the chain. A team quickly
picked, packed and shipped
them, free of charge.

The MCIA in the UK is demanding
the immediate introduction of the
Euro 4 'End of Series' sales period
provisions, as provided for during the
January 2017 transition from Euro 3
to 4, to be introduced immediately
and extended by 12 months to allow
Euro 4 vehicles to be produced and
registered throughout 2021 with End
of Series derogations taking place in
2022.This would allow a further year
to sell Euro 4 vehicles already in
stock or yet to be produced. This is
not a request for a delay to the
introduction of Euro 5, but simply for
additional time to allow Euro 4
stocks to clear through the market.
The health emergency has brought
the PTW market to a near standstill,
and with the traditional spring and
summer demand peaks unlikely to be
realized, the result will be large
quantities of unsold product.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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Following the acquisition of Federal
Mogul by former Marzocchi shocks
owner Tenneco, the Lake Forest, Illinois
(Chicago) based conglomerate is close
to completing consolidation,
realignment and rebranding of the
$11.8 billion turnover, 81,000
employee 'Super Group'.
Just one of several large scale mergers
and acquisitions to be seen in recent
years as the automotive industry
positions itself for the radical change
it faces, Federal Mogul was sold to
Tenneco by controversial billionaire
activist investor Carl Icahan in 2018
for around $5.4bn.
Federal Mogul owns several
businesses and brands with significant
sales and profile in the international
motorcycle industry, including Italy
based brake pad maker Ferodo and
Champion air filters (and automotive
spark plugs).
Tenneco is best known for its
ownership of the giant Monroe shock
absorber business and, in motorcycle
terms, followed up its 2015 acquisition
and 2018 closure and sell-on of what
was left of Marzocchi with the late
2018 acquisition of Swedish shock
absorber manufacturer Öhlins from
founder and Chairman Kenth Öhlin.
Tenneco CEO Brian Kesseler (who
masterminded the Öhlins acquisition)
used a January 2020 update to
announce plans to streamline the
leadership structure (he is now the sole
CEO) and reinforce Tenneco's
commitment to the planned spin-off of
its Aftermarket and Ride Performance
business - renamed in the spring of
2019 as "DRiV" - from the remaining
Powertrain Technology business
("New Tenneco"), stating that this
action "is part of a broader plan to
accelerate the reduction of operational
costs, improve cash flow performance

and reduce leverage.
"During 2020, Tenneco will be focused
on the execution of its accelerated
performance improvement plan to
facilitate the expected separation of
the businesses. The company intends
to provide additional details on this
plan when it reports full year 2019
earnings."
The company says that it is ready to
separate the businesses as soon as
favourable conditions are present. "In
order to facilitate the separation, the
company continues to evaluate
multiple strategic alternatives, as well
as options to deleverage and mitigate
the ongoing impact of challenging
market conditions". An IPO (Initial
Public Offering) is expected eventually.
Kesseler is quoted as saying: "The
Tenneco Board and management
team remain focused on delivering

shareholder value. While we are
making tangible progress to optimize
our performance and right-size our
cost structure, we continue to face a
volatile industry environment which
has created near-term headwinds.
Streamlining our leadership structure
is a first step in a comprehensive plan
to further expand our margins,
improve cash flows and lower our
leverage profile. We believe these
incremental actions will better
position both businesses for the
planned separation. This plan is
modular and specifically tailored to
each division to ensure continuous
improvement even after the
businesses are separated."
Tenneco will become a business
focused on Powertrain Technology
while DRiV will be "an Aftermarket
and Ride Performance company" and
"one of the largest global multi-line,
multi-brand aftermarket companies,
and one of the largest global OE ride
performance and braking companies.
DRiV's principal product brands will
feature Monroe, �hlins, Walker, Clevite,
Elastomers, MOOG, Fel-Pro, Wagner,
Ferodo and Champion among others.
Based on 2018 data, DRiV would have
pro-forma revenues of $6.4 billion,
with 54% of those revenues from
aftermarket and 46% from original
equipment customers. The new
corporate name echoes the former
name of an innovative product in the
company’s Original Equipment
advanced technology portfolio of
patented road-smoothing electronic
suspensions. 

Tenneco Closing In On Plans
To Separate DRiV Ride
Performance Division

In advance of the separation of
DRiV, the newly renamed Ferodo,
Champion and Öhlins owner that is
being spun out of the combined
Tenneco and Federal Mogul 'Super
Group', has said that DRiV is being
positioned for a possible stock
market flotation as "one of the
largest multi-line, multi-brand
aftermarket and OE ride
performance and braking companies
in the world."

Lawrence G. Hund, 64, President and
Chief Operating Officer of Harley-
Davidson Financial Services, Inc.
(HDFS) has been promoted to Chief
Commercial Officer of Harley-
Davidson Motor Company, Inc. Hund
will be responsible for the global
sales function including the
company’s motorcycle Parts and
Accessories, General Merchandise
and Harley-Davidson Museum
businesses, additionally becoming
Chairman of the board of directors of
HDFS. Jonathan Root, 46, has been
promoted to Senior Vice President,
HDFS, and will succeed Hund in 
his role.

In USA data from IHS Markit
shows a 41% decline in national
automobile registration volume
on a week-over-week basis for
the week of March 23. The
states experiencing the most
significant deterioration in
automobile volume are New
York (-85%), California (-78%),
Texas (-43%) and Florida (-16%).
Automotive production for
North America is projected to
fall by -2.3m units to 14.1m
units for 2020; with European
automotive production
expected to decline by -3.0m
units to 18.1m in 2020.

Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd. announced
that nine-time World Champion
Valentino Rossi will ride his last
season as a Yamaha Factory Racing
MotoGP Team rider in 2020.
Following discussions together,
Yamaha and Rossi have mutually
agreed that the decision as to
whether the Italian will remain an
active rider in the MotoGP World
Championship in 2021 will be taken
mid-2020. This will be Rossi's 15th
year with the Yamaha Factory Racing
MotoGP Team. Should Rossi decide
to continue as a MotoGP rider in
2021, Yamaha assures Rossi of the
availability of a factory-spec YZR-M1
bike and full Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd.
engineering support.

Benelli QJ (Pesaro, Italy) has
donated two pulmonary
ventilators and 1,000 Tyvek
suits (high protection material)
to the Pesaro Committee of the
Italian Red Cross and 3,500
Tyvek suits to the Ospedali
Riuniti Marche Nord hospital.
Benelli was founded in Italy in
1911, initially as the Benelli
Garage repair shop. It was
bought by Qianjiang Group
(Geely) in 2005.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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On March 30, Polaris Inc. announced
several additional actions in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic, saying
"these actions will help the company
navigate the current environment by
reducing expenses and improving its
cash position and financial flexibility.
"This is an unprecedented crisis with a
sudden and stark impact on our
business, but in difficult times Polaris
has always responded with agility and
proved our resilience," said Scott Wine,
Polaris Chairman and CEO. "While the
immediate future is uncertain, what is
crystal clear is that Polaris must act
judiciously but decisively to win both
during this situation and after it is
resolved. The measures we are taking
today are necessary responses to a
dynamic environment that compels us
to bolster our liquidity and rapidly adapt
to extraordinary circumstances."
Temporary Measures on
Employee Compensation  
In response to continued uncertainty in
market demand and the escalating
near-term impact of COVID-19, Polaris
made the necessary decision to enact
several temporary changes related to
employee compensation and hiring
practices for exempt and non-exempt
employees, including:
• Delaying merit increases for exempt
and non-exempt employees through
the end of the year
• Implementing a hiring freeze on
exempt and non-exempt positions
• Furloughing most exempt and non-
exempt Polaris employees for two
weeks in the second quarter. Employees
will not be paid, but will maintain their
health care benefits and may be eligible
for unemployment benefits, subject to
federal, state, and local regulations
• Exempt and non-exempt employees,
including Polaris' Executive Leadership
Team, who are not furloughed will have

their pay reduced by approximately 20
percent beginning April 13 through the
end of the second quarter
In addition, Polaris Chairman and CEO,
Scott Wine, will forgo his salary for the
remainder of 2020.
Update on Plant Operations
Following the temporary production
halt instituted on March 23, Polaris
continues to carefully calibrate its
manufacturing operations with
anticipated product demand.
Production will restart this week on
select manufacturing lines for products
with adequate demand and supply
chain coverage. Polaris continues to
ship finished vehicles to dealers, and to
produce products that are consistent
with governing federal, state and local
directives.  
Increasing Financial Flexibility
In addition to the steps listed above, the
company is taking further action to
increase financial flexibility and
liquidity, including reviewing all
operating expenses, postponing non-
essential capital expenditures and
suspending share repurchases. The
company has also elected to draw
down an incremental $150 million
under its current revolving credit facility.
As of March 31, Polaris has more than
$420 million in cash-on-hand to help
weather the current COVID-19 crisis. 
The company says it will
"continue to evaluate its
operations and make
adjustments based on the safety
of its employees, demand
signals, the health of its supply
chain and distribution network,
and government mandates and
local orders."

Polaris: Additional
COVID-19 Impact
Measures

"It’s the details that make you unique,"
says Harley of its new Performance
Bagger and 'Endgame' P&A program -
introduced on March 19, the day after
it announced it was closing production
down and had an activist investor
openly questioning the direction of the
company.
No. What makes H-D unique is just how
inured it is to the reality of what's going
on around them! Now and for the past
15 years. From "Soho down to
Brighton", this is one "deaf, dumb and
blind boy" whose intuition, smarts and
savvy waved goodbye to reality with
the wait lists of yore.
For what it's worth, "from fender to
fender, these are the elements that will
make your bike an expression of your
individual style. When making a
personal statement, let your bike do the
talking." Harley discovers definition of
the word "custom," shock! There are
three new P&A programs on offer.
"The 'Endgame' collection is defined
by its slotted design and high-tech,
industrial look. The intense black
rubber inserts on the controls are set
against a matte graphite or black finish
that complements black or bright
bikes."
The collection includes hand grips, rider
and passenger footpegs, brake pedal
pads, rear brake lever, shifter peg,
shifter lever, footboards and a shed
load of black (or graphite).
Whereas the 'Endgame' collection is
designed to deliver an industrial
derived styling, the 'Streamliner'
collection is "inspired by the curved
forms and long, horizontal lines of
streamline modern architecture. The
black Streamliner collection takes a
contemporary spin on this classic
Harley-Davidson style. Featuring
polished chrome bands surrounded by
a sea of rich black, the black

Streamliner collection adds a dark and
aerodynamic look to your bike."
Available in black.
This collection also includes lots of
black plus hand grips (heated or
otherwise), rider footpegs, brake pedal
pad, rider footboards, passenger
footboards and mount kit and a left
and right passenger footboard insert
kit.
Finally, in order to "command
attention without saying a word" and
"push aggressive style to the limit,"
Harley's 'Board-to-Peg' conversion kit
features "leading-edge controls,
custom wheels and board-to-peg
conversion kits" for Touring and FL
Softail platforms that "deliver the
unmistakable att i tude and
performance you need to stand out
from the crowd."
"These support kits are designed to
allow installation of mini footboards
and footpegs - the kit includes left and
right mounting brackets and all
necessary installation hardware." Mini
footboards and footpegs are sold
separately.
The other new parts to set the pulse
racing are the Fugitive wheel, 80GRIT
rider footboards, brake pedal pad, foot
controls, footpegs and HDMC engine
trim selection ("contemporary style
machined to perfection") consisting of
a timer cover and derby cover for
selected late models.
Whoopee doo!

Tone Deaf H-D Announces New
Performance Bagger and "Custom
Inspired" P&A Programs at Height
of Corona Emergency

Harley-Davidson Tier 1 EFi vendor
Delphi Technologies PLC has been
gobbled up by BorgWarner Inc. as the
automotive supply chain continues to
scrabble for critical mass in the face of
auto industry changes and
consolidation.
Delphi has been Harley's go-to default
electronic fuel injection component
supplier since 2001 (for the 2002
model year) when it was added to
Magneti Marelli as a Harley partner.

Now, like so many vendors, its
traditional markets and business model
face the disruption of electrification and
the whole of the OEM and aftermarket
vendor communities are looking at a
potentially uncertain future.
Powertrain products specialist
BorgWarner will acquire Delphi
Technologies in an all-stock transaction
that values Delphi Technologies'
enterprise value at approximately $3.3
billion.

In fiscal year 2019, BorgWarner and
Delphi Technologies estimate that they
generated $10.17 billion and $4.36
billion of net sales, respectively. 
Headquartered in London (UK), Delphi
operates technical  centers,
manufacturing sites and customer
support service centers in 24 countries,
employing more than 21,000 people
around the world.
Delphi is still Tier 1 to Harley (so is
Magneti Marelli), supplying ECMs and

various other components. The rumor
mill suggests that the new Street
Fighter and Pan America will be using
Marelli ECMs.
Following the closing of the transaction,
the combined company will be led by
Frédéric Lissalde and Kevin Nowlan,
BorgWarner's CEO and CFO
respectively, and will operate as
BorgWarner. The combined company
will be headquartered at Auburn Hills,
Michigan.

Delphi Acquired by BorgWarner
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I
ntended as the toughest of pre-season shakedown tests for
its 2020 Sultans of Sprint comeback, Indian Motorcycle and
Workhorse Speed Shop took on the very definition of
extreme proving grounds in February with 'Appaloosa', a
highly modified Scout Bobber sprint racer at an event that
saw a variety of specially prepared vehicles alongside stunt
riding, drifting, drag racing, flat track and freestyle
motocross, all facing up to the Lake Baikal challenge.

'Appaloosa' was originally built by Brice Hennebert (Belgium) for the 2019 Sultans
of Sprint tarmac series, with 500 cc Grand Prix legend Randy Mamola at the
controls. With the original build taking over 700 hours, there was little time for
testing before the first round in 2019, and so going into the 2020 series, Brice
wanted a shakedown test first.
During his time researching events for a shakedown, Brice came across images
and videos of a crazy speed festival, the Baikal Mile, run on the frozen surface of
Lake Baikal in south central Siberia, the oldest and deepest lake in the world.
"I couldn't believe how amazing this event looked," says Brice. "For a start, the
lake is huge. Over 600 km (370 miles) long, 80 km (50 miles) wide, with more
than 20% of the world's freshwater. It was just so different from anything I am
used to - anything anyone is used to - thousands of miles away, with extreme
temperatures, and all these people building crazy machines, from mad one-wheel
contraptions to luxury vehicles on tank tracks. The speed festival sees them all
come together to share the fun of pushing themselves and their creations to the
limit. I just had to be a part of it, and it was amazing to get the go-ahead when I
put the idea to Indian Motorcycle."
With the go-ahead and continued support from top level partners Akrapovi�,
Beringer Brakes, Dunlop Europe, Evok3 Performance, Motorex, Öhlins and tuning
advice from Flybike, 'Appaloosa' was modified for the extreme Siberian conditions
on a tight schedule as it needed to be shipped by the beginning of February to
make the long journey to Lake Baikal.
For Brice and two of his best friends, Sébastien Lorentz and Dorsan, the first leg
of the journey involved two flights from Belgium to reach Moscow, an overnight
in the Russian capital, followed by an overnight flight further east to Ulan Ude,
before joining other competitors for a 5-hour coach journey to the event's base
in Maksimikha, Republic of Buryatia. 
Arriving at the event hotel, there was no time to rest with competitor registrations
and briefings before 'Appaloosa' had to be unpacked from its special flight cases
and re-assembled ready for technical inspection in the morning.
The team's paddock garage for the week was a canvas and cloth tent with a wood-
burning stove inside. With temperatures often dipping well below -25C (-13F), the
stove was essential to keep 'Appaloosa' and the team warm enough to work and
operate. Sharing the tent with the Workhorse team were two Russian vehicles and

their teams, a tiny home-built bike with a lawnmower engine and a classic Ural.
Brice commented: "They didn't speak any English, we didn't speak any Russian,
but as with all car and motorcycle enthusiasts, it was a really friendly atmosphere.
Through hand gestures and pointing, we were able to communicate, help each
other out and lend each other tools. That's what I love about events like this, we're
all here for the same reason."
Technical inspections completed, 'Appaloosa' and Sébastien Lorentz were given
the all-clear to try their first test run on the 1/8 mile course, a final qualification
step for the organizers to be sure the rider is in control and safe, before being
allowed to run at speed on the Baikal ice.
"The first run was good, I was just looking to test the traction of the studded tire
that Dorsan had built, to see how stable the bike was, and of course, to make sure
I could stop," said Sébastien Lorentz. "Appaloosa pulled really well, and the front
tire was not being pulled by the uneven surface. With good control, traction and
stability, it gave me the confidence to go harder in the next run."
With another quicker run on the 1/8 mile, Brice and Seb agreed it was time to test
on the one-mile course. Although a standard race distance for speed runs, there
is a specific reason for this distance at the Baikal Mile festival - Lake Baikal is the
deepest lake in the world with a maximum depth of one mile.
The first run on the full mile revealed surprises that the team were not expecting,
particularly that the ice was much bumpier than the short 1/8 mile. The front and
rear suspension compressed enough to bring the tire studs into contact with the
fins of the rear tail unit and a front fairing cross member, requiring some
modifications to the bodywork to allow for clearance. Limiting the top speed of
the bike was an unknown electrical issue at higher speeds in the top gears.
"We knew we'd be facing issues we couldn't really predict as we have no
experience of racing on ice," commented Brice. "I've spoken to teams here who
have run perfectly at Bonneville and then the first time they came to Baikal, their
machines just wouldn't work properly due to the extreme conditions."
"With just that one run, we have learnt so much about ice speed racing. With that
experience and the helpful advice and suggestions from the teams around us, we'll
make some changes before tackling the mile again. On the electrical issue, I'll

Russians? 

Mad as a Box of frogs!

When it comes to EXTREME motorcycle racing, it doesn't
come very much more OUT THERE than the Baikal Mile Ice
Speed Festival in Russia (February 25 to March 1). Around
2,700 miles east of Moscow and 400 miles north of
Ulaanbaatar (the capital of Mongolia), this is the story of one
man's journey to race a "somewhat" modified Scout Bobber
on specially prepared 1/8-mile and 1-mile ice tracks in a
second annual festival of madness that only the Russians
could come up with…



initially remove the quick-shifter and Power Commander, hopefully that will resolve
it. We'll increase the rear tire pressure from 2kPa to 3kPa, and Dorsan is also going
to prepare a new rear tire with fewer studs for less weight."
A second run on the ice mile saw improvements from the changes in tire pressure
and the new stud pattern, but the electrical issue persisted.
"Right now, I think this is simply down to the extremely low air temperature. We
are using a race ECU and maps that were not designed for -20C (-4F). For the
final day of racing, I'm going to reset the ECU and make some tweaks to see if I
can improve things. But, with the limited shipping space, I just don't have the
spares or tools to fully diagnose the problem here at the ice."
On the final day of racing, teams woke up to the best conditions of the week with
blue sky and bright sunshine. Heading to the start line for their first run of the day,
Brice and Seb had decided that this would be the main pull, and they would use
the NOS system for the first time in the hope that the changes that Brice had made
in the morning had resolved the electrical issue.
A clean start saw 'Appaloosa' accelerate cleanly down the mile before the
electrical issue limited their top speed. The run saw their best result yet with a top
recorded speed of 180 kmh (112 mph), just short of the 200 kmh (124 mph) target
that Seb and Brice had set for themselves. With one final run to enjoy the
experience of having come so far to do something so extreme, the team reflected
on their experience.
Brice said: "Racing on ice is hard, this is the most incredible thing I've tried to do.
I've learnt so much and had a hell of a lot of fun doing it. We're losing something
like 30% of our speed to the conditions, and although we've had some issues, I
am so glad we came here to test Appaloosa. My mind is racing with the possibilities
and changes I'd like to make. Thank you to the organizers of the Baikal Mile and
everyone here who has made us feel so welcome and part of their ice racing family.
Coming here was a huge adventure for all of us, and it was all about challenging
ourselves, making new friends and having fun at the same time."
Sébastien commented: "Appaloosa is clearly capable of so much more, and I know
that Brice will be using this experience to attack the 2020 Sultans of Sprint as
hard as possible. We've been welcomed with open arms by all the people here
who share our passion for adventure, fun and machines that go fast or just make
people smile."
It is hoped that the IndianxWorkhorse 'Appaloosa' will be in action on June 14 at
the first round of the 2020 Sultans of Sprint series during Wheels & Waves, Biarritz,
France. "The Sultans of Sprint series is in a class of its own with fast and stylish
motorcycles competing for rankings based not only on race results, but also
rewards for the contender's creativity and craziness. The challenge gathers the best
bike builders from the new custom bike scene in Europe. Appaloosa in action from
the Baikal Mile and the 2020 Sultans of Sprint series can be followed across Indian
Motorcycle social channels with the hashtag #IndianxWorkhorse."
baikalmile.com
workhorsespeedshop.com
sultansofsprint.com
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Maywood, Illinois based National Cycle brings "raw
meat to the table" for 2014-20 FLHT and FLHX riders
with these new custom windscreens - "they have a
unique custom personality and a flavor all of their
own."
Made from tough 3.0 mm Quantum hardcoated
polycarbonate, "this high-quality material, along with
state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques, provides
outstanding impact strength and scratch resistance
unmatched by any windscreen maker worldwide.
"Quantum hardcoated polycarbonate is the material
of choice for serious motorcycle riders. It is 10 times

more abrasion resistant than FMR hardcoated
polycarbonate, and 30 times more than windscreens
made from commonly used acrylic or 'aircraft
plastic'."
All are offered in a dark tint, are easy to install and
protected by a 3-year warranty against breakage.

NATIONAL CYCLE INC.
Maywood, Illinois, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
sales@nationalcycle.com
www.nationalcycle.com

FLHT/FLHX Custom Replacement Screens 

Another new option from well-known seat manufacturer Le
Pera is this '04-'06 and '10-'20 Sportster version of the
popular KickFlip with maximized back support and ample
seating area.
Options include Diamond, Pleated and Basket Weave stitch
patterns and pleated grip tape for traction. The KickFlip is
additionally available for other Harley models.
Still handcrafting all their seats at their North Hollywood,
California headquarters after more than 45 years as the
market's design leader, all Le Pera seats feature a powder-
coated steel base plate, a specially poured high density
"Marathon" molded foam foundation and double-stitched,
handcrafted cover with bonded polyester thread for durability. 

LE PERA ENTERPRISES
North Hollywood, California, USA
Tel: 818 767 5110
info@lepera.com
www.lepera.com

XL KickFlip

In 2012 Harley-Davidson changed the design of the oil dipstick
from a "socket style" cap to a "finger grasp" cap design. 
Although this design feature is intended to make it easier for
the owner or technician to remove the dipstick, it still can very
difficult to remove. Sometimes the technician needs to remove
the dipstick prior to the bike cooling down, or the dipstick is
simply "stuck" and hard to remove. This is especially true when
the oil is contaminated with water condensation from being
run for short periods of time without reaching operating
temperature, resulting in the dipstick being virtually impossible
to remove. 
This insert design, by Gary Smith exclusively for JIMS, means
you no longer need to risk damaging the dipstick cap with a
set of pliers. Simply install this insert into an existing JIMS
dipstick socket tool and remove the finger grasp cap easily
with no chance of damage. Manufactured out of blue Delrin
and guaranteed for life; also available as a kit including the
socket for earlier model bikes.

JIMS
Camarillo, California, USA
Tel: 805 482 6913
sales@jimsusa.com
www.jimsusa.com

JIMS Dipstick Socket Insert
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Described by a dealer recently at the 2020 Tucker
Dealer Expo at Fort Worth, Texas, as the "thinking
man's service parts," the Twin Power range has
impeccable credentials. Having originally been
introduced by NEMPCO in 1982, Tucker brought the
program back under the expert guidance of V-twin
industry veteran James Simonelli in 2016.
That comeback saw the publication of the first Twin
Power catalog since before the 1992 acquisition of
NEMPCO (and with it Biker's Choice, Twin Power and
other brands), and this year sees a second new
iteration produced with the range now benefitting
from several more years of Simonelli's expert
curating.
Often associated with harder to source essentials -
replacement parts that have relatively few OE (if any)
alternates - seen here are options for updating the
cam chain tensioners on Twin Cams.
Available for FLH and FLT '99-'06, FXST and FLST '00-
'06 and FXD '99-'05 as inners and outers, they use
a proven Twin Power show material for longer life,
reduced friction and higher temperature resistance.
Also seen here are a replacement tensioner shoe
installation tool ('99-'06 Big Twins, except '06 Dyna),
replacement tensioner shoes, an ABS plastic stock
cam chain guide replacement - everything needed to
replace and maintain often overlooked but 'mission
critical' componentry.
The timing chain synchronizes the rotation of the

crankshaft and camshaft(s) ensuring proper timing
and allows the engine's valves to open and close
during each cylinder's firing. When Harley adopted
the concept on their Twin Cams in 1999 that opened
it, its customer and their dealers up to a world of hurt. 
The problems center on the tendency for the plastic
spring loaded cam chain follower to fail and shred
plastic material - which fouls the rotary gear oil pump
and can cut off oil flow to the engine. The problem
is that there is no reliable cardinal service interval rule
about when to replace the follower, except perhaps
before every ride! Many experience failures at many
different mileages - it is hard to predict as there is no
real external noise change or other tells.
On the 2007 and later motors, hydraulic cam chain
followers were used to get rid of the stiff spring that
put too much pressure on the followers that rubbed
on the cam chain. But even that fix has not proven
to be problem-free. Unless a gear drive cam
conversion has been done, for the sake of not much
money, savvy techs will replace the shoes every time
they are in there, or at worst not leave it much longer
than 25,000 miles. 

TUCKER V-TWIN
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Tel: 817 258 9000
www.tucker.com/v-twin
www.twinpower-usa.com

Twin Power - Twin Cam Tensioner
Cam chain
tensioners
(inner and
outer)

Replacement tensioner
shoes and installation
tools

Cam chain

Cam chain guide

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Last year we featured a new
CANsmart accessory
controller for Harley-Davidson
applications from Exeter,
Rhode Island based Denali
Electronics. Described at the
time as "ground-breaking,"
the Denali CAN bus controller
is said to provide plug & play
connection and intelligent
control of aftermarket and
genuine H-D accessories
"right from the bike's original
switches or the Denali
Accessory Manager
Software."
New for 2020 from Denali

(and also available through Twisted
Distributing), the 'SoundBomb' compact horn
cover is described as an inexpensive
aesthetic upgrade for the popular
'SoundBomb' compact air horn - the
decorative cover attaches with the supplied
metal bracket and is a "great dress-up item
for cruisers, retro and standard Harley
models such as selected Electra Glides, Road
Glides, Street Glides and Harley Trikes. 

DENALI ELECTRONICS
Exeter, Rhode Island, USA
Tel: 401 360 2550
info@denalielectronics.com
www.denalielectronics.com
www.twisteddistributing.com

'SoundBomb' Compact Horn Cover
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The Man O-War Motorsprocket is described by John
Dahmer, General Manager of Darkhorse Crankworks
of Wisconsin as "the first performance engineered
primary motor sprocket on the market" that provides
"instant torque response combined with our
patented  engine pulse absorbing cushion drive
(EPACD)  primary drive system for Harley-Davidson
Twin Cam and Milwaukee-8 models."
Through extensive model design and testing, the
Man O-War Motorsprocket is said to be "the only
product on the market today that is engineered for
longevity compared to OEM compensating
sprockets, and that has been achieved without
sacrificing rider comfort.  
"This patented system also puts an emphasis on rider
comfort compared to the noise and harsh feeling
under loads associated with one-piece solid
motorsprockets. 
"These premium features result in a product that is
not just durable and reliable, but inexpensive to
service compared to the expensive compensator-
based sprockets that fail and need to be replaced as
an entire unit.  

"The Man O-War will be the last motorsprocket you
will need to buy for your customers' Harley-Davidson
Twin Cam or M-8 model.
"All these benefits combined with being a billet
machined, balanced motorsprocket that weighs
nearly 2 lbs less than the OEM compensator, with
half the number of parts, results in an unsurpassed
level of reliability and durability for trouble-free miles
and improved riding comfort. 
"Replacing cushions costs considerably less, and we
estimate that it takes a technician under one hour's
labor with proper tooling and our economically
priced, certified 8-piece cushion kit." 
The Man O-War Motorsprocket is available as a 34-
tooth OEM sprocket, or the rpm range can be raised
with the company's 32-tooth gear performance
sprocket to allow faster acceleration and better
utilization of 6th gear at lower speeds, without

lugging; both carry a 12-month limited warranty.
The 32-tooth gear performance sprocket requires a
primary chain adjuster shoe that attaches to the OEM
auto chain tensioner - available from Darkhorse. 

DARKHORSE CRANKWORKS
Newton, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 920 726 9999
john@darkhorsecrankworks.com
www.darkhorsecrankworks.com

Man O-War Motorsprocket
System by DarkHorse

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Californian accessory and helmet specialist Biltwell
is well known for its contemporary custom styling -
from café to tracker, scrambler to Bobber, Biltwell's
take on style is cutting edge, and its grasp on the new
opportunities that dealers can find is second to none.
Seen here, Biltwell 1 1/8" oversize and tapered
handlebars are a common sight on lightweight dirt
bikes and many European and Japanese sport bikes.
Thanks to some progressive thinking by modern Big
Twin customizers, this technology has migrated to
high-performance Harleys. 
Unfortunately, the aluminum material used to make
tapered bars is not ideal for Big Twin bar
construction. Also, dirt bike handlebars are 7/8" on
the ends, so you have to shim stock controls.
Biltwell's solution of tapered and butted 4130
chromoly bars solve all these problems. 
"We employ advanced tube tapering and CNC
bending technologies to ensure every Biltwell OS bar

is stronger than stock and straight as an arrow," says
CEO Bill Bryant. "CNC slotting and notching lets you
install stock H-D hand controls and throttle modules
easily—no dangerous shims or drilling required."
Biltwell 4130 chromoly bars are available in black or
chrome in a wide range of styles such as Tracker
standard, mid and high, and in popular 8, 10, 12 and
14" XL and XL Pullback Tyson bars. A wide range of
heavy duty risers is also available, including popular

Murdock oversize straight and pullback risers in
black or chrome, plus hard-to-find oversize clamps
for mounting stock and select aftermarket H-D
speedo assemblies.

BILTWELL INC.
Temecula, California, USA
Tel: 951 699 1500
service@biltwellinc.com
www.biltwellinc.com

Tapered O/S 1 1/8" 4130 Chromoly Bars

Clutch Line Adapters
New from Ventura, California
based Barnett Clutches &
Cables, these hydraulic clutch
line adapters for 2002 and up
Harley-Davidson Big Twins and
2009-17 V-Rods allow you to
adapt any brake line with #3AN
fittings for use as a clutch line.
They are chrome plated and made with steel tubing and fittings.
Barnett Clutches & Cables, USA, www.barnettclutches.com
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Kickstands

These gloss black kickstands for Touring models are
made of high-strength steel, with an E-coated primer
and powder-coated gloss black finish. They come in
3 sizes - 11" stock length as a direct OEM
replacement, 1" under stock length of 10" for bikes
with lowered suspension and a 1" over stock length
of 12". They are available for '84-'06
FLHT/FLHR/FLHX/FLTR models.

Predator III for Dyna

Drag Specialties Seats' Predator III is now available
for '96-'03 Dyna models. Constructed with high-
quality automotive-grade vinyl covers and molded
polyurethane foam, they feature a 6" tall driver
support that gently slopes down to the passenger
seat area that is also designed narrower at the front
for better leg clearance. The 3/16" thermoformed
ABS seat base gives the perfect fit, while the carpeted
bottom and rubber bumpers protect the bike's paint.
They are available in smooth or double-diamond
stitch with black, silver or red thread. Fits with most
sissy bars. All mounting hardware is included

Standard Length Front 
Brake Line Kits
Drag Specialties has expanded its line of standard
length front brake line kits to include '16-'20 XL

1200CX models without ABS. Brake line kits feature
clear-coated stainless steel or black vinyl-coated
braided lines with chrome steel fittings. Lines
measure 29" and meet all DOT specifications, and
are made in the U.S.A.

Saddlebag Hinge Covers

Made from billet aluminum, these hinge covers are
available in chrome or black anodized finish. They are
easy to install, sold in pairs and available for '14-'20
FLHT/FLHR/FLHX and FLTRX/FHTRU/FLTRK models. 

1" Ape Hanger Touring
Handlebars

These Drag Specialties 1" handlebars are available
in a 14" ape hanger style in either a chrome or black
finish. They are designed notched for electronic
throttle control and knurled and slotted for internal
wiring. Made of seamless steel tubing, they are
available for '08-'13 FLHT/FLHX and H-D FL Trike. 

32-Tooth
Replacement
Transmission
Pulley
This  replacement
transmission pulley is made exactly to OEM
specifications. It features heat-treated steel
construction and will fit '99-'06 Twin Cam (except
'06 Dyna) and '94-'99 Evolution Big Twin models. 

Factory-Activated AGM
Maintenance-Free Battery

Described as "packing more power, discharging less
in storage and holding a charge longer than a
conventional battery," this battery's construction
has passed vibration and pressure differential spill-
proof tests and includes high-performance active
material with an anti-sulfation additive. It also
features high capacity and cranking performance
and a flush-mount terminal ideal for '97-'20
FLT/FLHT/FLHX/FLTR/ FLTRX/FLTRU/FLTRK/ FLHR and
H-D FL Trikes. 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Drag Specialties Additions

The Wolf One billet top clamp replaces the
stock top triple tree on Baggers and is said
to offer a stronger cross section, increased
axial strength and more surface area on the
fork clamps to help keep the front end
stable.
"The top tree clamp is an essential part of a
performance front end setup. The Wolf One
top clamp has been engineered and
designed with a broader cross section,
offering increased axial strength over the
stock Harley tree. The increased surface
area of our wide body fork clamps offers
positive hold of the forks for improved feel
and confidence.

"It mounts directly to the stock 49
mm forks and allows removal of
the stock plastic nacelle for the
clean open look of an inverted
front end. The risers can be bolted
directly to the Wolf One top clamp, or
optionally you can run one of the Kraus
pullback plates."
Compatible with internal fork cartridge kits,
it is machined from high quality American
made solid billet aluminum. Available
finishes include polished and machine black
anodized. "Adding a set of our isolated
risers and a billet gauge bezel gives the
best set-up on the planet."

KRAUS MOTOR CO
St George, Utah, USA
Tel: 707 632 6252
info@krausmotorco.com
www.krausmotorco.com

Wolf One Billet Top Clamp 
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Oil Tank for 1989-1999
Softail

Available as a stock replica or a custom style center
fill, the capacity of these tanks is 3 quart (2.84 liters).
The center fill tank will fit 1989-1999 Evolution
Softail and most custom frames. Features include
threaded inserts on top for custom or stock
mounting, and they are available in black or chrome.

Pirelli MT60 and MT60RS
Enduro Tires
Pirelli offers an excellent choice for dirt track and
Enduro enthusiasts who still want to be able to use
their bike on the road. MT60 tires are street-oriented
all-roaders with a special on-off block design for
added grip and traction under most weather
conditions. The MT60RS are radials designed for

Supermoto riding
style, with optimized
thread pattern for dry
and wet use and a
specific compound to
increase cornering
grip. 

S&S 124 ci and 128 ci M-8
Power Packages
The S&S Power Package is the ideal combination of
performance and savings, designed to transform the
M-8 without breaking the bank. For the latest
generation H-Ds, S&S is packaging its brand new
124" and 128" bolt-in Big Bore kits with a 550 cam,
cam plate and high flow oil pump as well as valve

springs, lifters and pushrods. All kits can be installed
without machining the crankcase and are available
with gear or chain drive cams. Available in all black
or black granite, with options such as highlighted
fins, chrome pushrod tubes, chain or gear drive cam
for 107 ci oil cooled M-8, 107 ci twin cooled M-8,
114 ci oil cooled and twin cooled M-8. 

V-Twin Stock Style 2-into-1
Shovelhead Headers

Stock-style 2-into-1 replacement headers for FLH
Shovelhead 1970 thru 1984 with nose cone engine.
Headers have a stock 1 3/4" (44 mm) diameter.
Options include chrome or raw finish.

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL BV
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl

Zodiac Additions

Dutch noise control exhaust specialist Dr.
Jekill & Mr. Hyde has released a four-year
warranty backed electronically adjustable
exhaust system for Indian Motorcycle's
Challenger, with applications for Indian
Touring, Cruiser, Bagger and Dark Horse
models also ready.
"The Indian Challenger is a unique machine.
Packing 122 horsepower in the brand’s
biggest liquid-cooled engine, it is a bike to
be reckoned with. Dr. Jekill & Mr. Hyde
exhaust systems are available in black and
chrome, and the final touch can be added
with different sets of end caps. Your
customers can design their preferred
exhaust in the online configurator."

The Jekill & Hyde Company says it "gives
motorcyclists the ultimate riding experience
with a street legal, electronically adjustable
exhaust system which makes it possible to
choose between three different sound
modes on the fly and adjust the sound to
the moment. An exhaust second to none
with regard to sound, aesthetics and
power."

THE JEKILL & HYDE COMPANY
Belfeld (Venlo), NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)77 308 1070
info@jekillandhyde.com
www.jekillandhyde.com

Electronically Adjustable Sound for Indian Big Twins

These new headpipe options for M-8 applications
from Lincoln, Nebraska based TAB Performance have
been a long time in the making - "so we could get
the design absolutely right," says co-owner Justin
Pflanz. "Waiting until now has allowed us the ability
to design and test what we believe is an excellent
product.  
"We were able to engineer out many of the issues
we have seen in other M-8 headpipe offerings on the
market, all while keeping this great product at an
equally great price." They ship with all the needed
hardware and gaskets included, have easy access
wideband sensors, reduce heat and deliver excellent

performance. An optional 2-into-1 Khrome Werks
plug is additionally available.

TAB PERFORMANCE, INC.
Lincoln, Nebraska, USA
Tel: 888 822 0070
sales@tabperformance.com
www.tabperformance.com

2017-Up 2-1-2 Headers
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Oceanside, California based Feuling  Parts' complete
camchest kits include all necessary components, from
the top to the bottom of the camchest, conveniently
packaged under one part number to "ensure each
individual part is designed to work and function
together, and to do so in total harmony," says Feuling
CEO Luke Leatherman.
"They take the guesswork out of the ordering process
and provide the engine with builder maximum
reliability, peak performance and the coolest
engine/oil temperatures obtainable."
The kits include Feuling's  high-volume oil pump, high-
flow camplate, Reaper  Series camshafts, hydraulic
roller lifters, fixed length pushrods, Timken /Koyo  cam
bearings, rocker arm studs/nuts, gaskets, O-rings, ARP 
cam/crank fasteners, washers, moly paste and Loctite.
Feuling Race Series edition kits include a Race Series
oiling system - billet 7075 oil pump, Race Series lifters,
and high-flow billet 7075 aluminum camplate. "The
Race Series aluminum oil pump, which is 50% harder
and stronger than the factory pump, holds tighter
tolerances under temperature and has deeper
scavenge kidney ports over the Feuling HP+ oil
pump for even more scavenge flow volume."
Race Series hydraulic lifters have a full .200" of total
travel, designed with a slower bleed-down rate to
handle heavy valve spring pressures, increase
engine rpm before valve float and feature increased
roller clearance for steep ramped camshafts and
clearance for the M-8 front exhaust camshaft lobe
flange.
The results include 30% more pressure gear volume,
53% more scavenge gear volume and 27% more
pressure and scavenge gear volume over stock for
M-Eight oil-cooled motors; 42% more scavenge
volume with port sizing, matched passages and holes
to the engine case, 68% more oil volume to the
crankshaft and connecting rod bearing, 15-25
degrees cooler engine temperatures, 15-30 degrees

cooler oil temperatures and 10-30 more PSI of oil
pressure for M-8 twin-cooled and oil-cooled motors.
Additional benefits include increased oil pressure,
scavenge volume and engine oil flow, quieter and
smoother engine operation and reduced wet
sumping, blow by and oily air cleaners. Magnets in
the oil pump help protect gears and pressure relief
valve.
Test results show +2 HP gain and +2 ft/lbs of TQ gain
to the rear wheel on M-8 engines and a 50%
reduction of engine sump oil level.
The Grim Reaper 508 grind cam will give aggressive
pulling power and deliver a satisfyingly 'nasty' sound,
performing exceptionally well in 114" and larger
cubic inch engines with added compression ratio. The
stock throttle body produces an excellent powerband,
and use of a high flow throttle body will increase peak
power numbers.

This camshaft revs up faster than the 521 grind,
sounds nastier and pulls harder, but is more difficult
to tune - a high flow exhaust system and air cleaner
is highly recommended for optimal performance.
High-lift valve springs are required, such as Feuling
Endurance BeeHive valve spring kits or high-load
valve springs (high-load requires the use of Feuling
Race Series  lifters). Heavy-duty pushrods are also
highly recommended. Ported cylinder heads are not
required, but will complement the cam and add even
more pulling power throughout the range.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com
www.feulingparts.com

Feuling Race Series M-8
Camchest Kit

Seattle, Washington based
CruzTOOLS has broken its
own mold. After 20 years of
providing tool kits for Harley-
Davidson motorcycles, the
well-known roadside tool
specialist introduced a
RoadTech tool kit for Indian
motorcycles.
This new RoadTech on-board
tool kit is purpose-built for
roadside repairs and
adjustments and contains
"the right tools in exactly the
right sizes to provide the
functionality needed in a
travel tool kit" for Chief,
Chieftain, Roadmaster and
Scout models.
The kit includes a pair of 27 mm axle
wrenches for removing rear wheels and a
14 mm x 16 mm hex axle adapter for

removing front axles, along with a shock
adjustment tool for setting preload to the
right level. 
"The pair of 27 mm axle wrenches are just

right for removing the rear axle, and the
new axle hex adapter works for removing
front axles on a wide range of Indian
motorcycles. Like all CruzTOOLS products,
this kit features a lifetime warranty - no
questions asked," said Matt Willson,
Product Development, CruzTOOLS.
The kit also includes a shock tool for
adjusting preload; three sizes of
combination wrenches and an 8" adjustable
wrench; mini ratchet with 2" extension and
four sockets; 5 torx keys, 5 hex keys, 6-in-1
screwdriver, locking pliers, Duct tape, cable
ties, mechanics wire and tire pressure
gauge. It is organized in a lightweight,
compact and durable roll-up pouch.

CRUZTOOLS
Seattle, Washington, USA
Tel: 206 812 8696
sales@cruztools.com
www.cruztools.com

RoadTech Tool Kit for Indian Motorcycles



http://www.airfxusa.com
http://www.dragspecialties.eu/sign-in


"A true sport performance shock at heart at an
unbelievably low cost," Progressive Suspension's
new 490 Sport series shocks feature a high-pressure
monotube with deflective disc damping technology,
hand threaded preload and a rebound adjustment to
dial in the ride. 
"This technology, coupled with a linear rate spring,
allows for consistent feel through the damper stroke
and the ability to withstand extreme temperature
ranges and heavy loads. An engineered jounce
bumper with a built-in metal cup also helps smooth
out and control bottoming."
Also seen here, Progressive says it has "gone back to
the drawing board and created a state-of- the-art fork
cartridge kit designed to outperform everything on
the market," and that this fork monotube kit with
external preload adjustment means "true high
performance front suspension is finally available for
H-D 49 mm front ends."
The new asymmetrical design places a preload

adjuster over a progressive rate spring in one leg and
an aluminum bodied, sealed cartridge damper on the
other. "The result is superior damping and ride control
combined with tuneable preload and a new
benchmark for high performance suspension on the
49 mm Dyna and Sportster platforms."
It can be installed in either configuration - standard
or 1" low for 2006+ Dyna applications and 2016 XL
48 models. All Progressive Suspension products are
hand built, tuned and dyno tested at the company's
California facility and backed by a lifetime warranty.

PROGRESSIVE SUSPENSION
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 877 690 7411
info@progressivesuspension.com
www.progressivesuspension.com

490 Sport Series Shocks and Asymmetrical
49 mm Monotube Cartridge Kits

490 Sport series shocksFork monotube kit

http://www.motorcyclestorehouse.com


Designed specifically for the 2020 Indian
Challenger with its new angular bodywork
style, Corbin's ergonomically shaped Dual
Touring saddle is said to give "excellent
support for the long haul and uses grey
bomber jacket leather for the seating

panels, matte black sides, natural grain
black trim, chrome welt and black
stitching."
Also seen here, as another Challenger
option, Corbin has taken the concept of the
solo design Wall saddle and merged it with
its two-up Gambler model to create a
Widowmaker design for Indian's new Big
Twin. It features six inches of vertical back
support in the rider's area while keeping a
low profile without external backrest. 
"This saddle disperses the rider's weight
ergonomically to give lasting support while

still providing good ground reach - an
excellent choice for riders who often ride
solo or have passengers along for short to
medium range trips."
Installs like stock with the fender-mounted
bracket at the rear and one bracket on each
side under the side covers. Options for both
seats include a host of options for
materials, colors and textures, a heater unit
under the leather seating with left side
switches, backrests and storage.
The classic Corbin Gunfighter saddle is also
available for 2017-2019 Royal Enfield
Interceptor 650s for a "nostalgic look while
providing excellent rider comfort. The
smooth profile of the saddle matches that
of the bike, blending with the overall theme
and emulating the design of the tank. 

"Our high-density Comfort Cell foam allows
a sleek, low profile while providing a firm
supportive ride that lasts. Ergonomic
shaping in the seating provides good
ground reach, excellent back support and
better weight dispersion for more time in
the saddle. This also helps to eliminate the
centralized pressure felt from the stock
seat. In the nose area, we sculpt the saddle
narrow to allow for good ground reach. 
"Notice how close the Corbin saddle fits to
the tank and chassis - this kind of fit comes
only from a Corbin saddle and our unique
Fibertech basepan. Our rigid base material
not only fits perfectly to the bike, but
provides a firm foundation to support the
carefully designed foam shape."

CORBIN SADDLES
Hollister, CA, USA
Tel: 831 634 1100
corbin01@corbin.com
www.corbin.com

Dual Saddle Options for
Challenger and Interceptor

http://www.motorcyclestorehouse.com
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Performance Machine mid controls are the
"mandatory upgrade for M-8 Touring or M-8
Softail models when performance riding is
the goal - allowing for a much more
aggressive riding position while providing
increased ground clearance for attacking
corners.
"Made from 6061-T6 billet aluminum, these
mids are strong, lightweight and are a bolt-
on install with a PM or stock rear brake
master cylinder - check for exhaust
clearance on some models before
ordering."
Steel brake linkage and chrome heim joints
offer easy brake actuation and the short
throw shift lever "lets you quickly rip
through the gears." The simple bolt-on
design means no cutting into the primary
cover and no modifications. Stock H-D style
clevis is compatible with PM foot and
toepegs as well as other aftermarket pegs.
Available in Black and Gold Ops finishes.
Shift linkage and chrome hardware is
included; foot and toepegs are sold
separately.

PERFORMANCE MACHINE
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 3000
sales@performancemachine.com
www.performancemachine.com

Performance
Machine 
Mid-Controls

The Rocker Lockers' simple yet effective solution to
the ticking noise that Twin Cam rocker arms create
is genius. 
The Harley Twin Cam motor has a gap between the
rocker arm shaft and the bolt that is supposed to lock
it. This gap allows the shaft to rotate and hit the bolt,
causing a tick. 
The Rocker Lockers eliminate the gap, locking the
shaft from turning and striking the bolt and
eliminating that annoying tick that so many Twin
Cam owners endure - they need to suffer no more!
The Rocker Lockers also center the rocker plate so
that it is always located in the same position,
eliminating different wear patterns on the rocker
arm/valve and giving a better alignment of the
pushrod in the holes. Simple.
Rocker Lockers are tapered so that they lock
themselves in and wedge the bolt/shaft in place -
available for '07 and newer Sportsters, '86-'06
Sportsters and for Evolution and Twin Cam Big Twins.

HARDDRIVE V-TWIN
Boise, Idaho, USA
Tel: 208 376 8400
orders@hdtwin.com
www.hdtwin.com
www.rockerlockers.com

Say Goodbye to Twin
Cam Rocker Arm Tick

New from WUNDERKIND-Custom in
Germany is a range of custom parts for the
popular Indian Scout Bobber. 
Originally created for a 2019 festival bike
for the organizers of the Club of Newchurch
event, the range comprises 'open'
handlebar grips, handlebar end mirrors and
mounting kit, '2Stripes' brake/clutch levers,
cover end stops for fork tubes, cover for
fork tubes including LED mini indicators,
cover for side reflectors on fork tubes,
forward control system, generator lid cover,
clutch lid cover, open belt drive including

belt cover and aluminum radiator grille.
The 'Newchurch' THREE rear conversion
features fender and struts, including light
units, adjustable Bobber seat, side license
plate holder, rear axle cover for both sides
(on the right including cover for side license
plate holder), strut cover and screw set.

WUNDERKIND-Custom
Breisach, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)7667 944692
info@wunderkind-custom.com
www.wunderkind-custom.com

Indian Scout Bobber Custom Parts Line
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Having celebrated its 35th anniversary last year,
Hazelwood, Missouri based Mid-USA marches on
and continues to see own brand popularity growth
with dealers seeking that illusive balance between
quality and price.
The company's V-Factor range has a reputation for
taking that price to quality ratio to the max with
warranty backed designs, quality materials and
precision manufacturing at a dealer-friendly price
"that leaves margin for the shop while still allowing
you to deliver competitive value for your customers."
These custom rocker arm cover assemblies are
a classic example - "die cast aluminum construction
allows the strength to be kept high and the price
low." They are precision CNC-machined for an
excellent fit with a six-bolt top cover design for
improved sealing quality, the two-piece design
minimizes the possibility of leaks while featuring

one-piece rocker arm supports for easy installation.
Extended height vent towers help eliminate the oil
mist carry-over problem normally associated with the
head type venting system, and larger than OE vent
valves are incorporated into the rocker cover seal
with silicon beaded lower gaskets. All necessary
mounting hardware included.
"Developed to provide a high-tech look while
reducing the high cost of a similar product machined
from billet aluminum, they can be used on all years

and models of the Evolution engine regardless of
whether the engine vents go through the crankcase
or the cylinder heads. The one-way breather valve has
been upgraded from the OE umbrella type to a much
more efficient flapper type, located higher in the
cover." 
Importantly, installation of these covers on OE height
and most comparably sized engines can be
performed without removing the engine from the
frame; sold as an assembly for front and rear heads.
Available for Evo Big Twins from 1984 to 1999 and
Sportsters from 1986 and up; finished chrome plated
or polished; for extending service life, a replacement
gasket and O-ring set is available that includes ten
pieces for two rocker covers.
Additionally, V-Factor offers a custom look CNC
precision-machined finned or smooth billet rocker
arm covers for Panheads (1984 - 1965) that
eliminate the oil seepage associated with the OE
rocker box covers; bolt-on OE style replacements for
Big Twin Evo (1984 - 1991 and 1992 - 1999) and
Sportsters 1986 to 2003 and for Twin Cam 1999 and
later.
Also seen here, these OE quality V-Factor valves
give the option of rebuilding worn
out heads without the high cost of
purchasing stainless steel valves -
"use these budget valves with
confidence. They are manufactured
to mirror the dimensions and
materials used in the factory
versions, with all
head diameters,
stem diameters
and overall lengths
the same as OEM."
Intake and exhaust
valves available for
a l l  years  of
Panheads, Shovelheads, Evo Big Twins and fitments
for Sportsters from 1958 up to 1985. 

Also newly added for 2020, these Twin Cam
hydraulic cam chain tensioners are available as
a shot peened billet set for added strength and
anodized for extra durability or as die cast primary or
secondary tensioners for 1999 - 2006 with cam plate
upgrade, 2006 - 2016 and 2007 - 2016 for all Twin
Cam models. Helpful install pins are included, sold
as set or individually.
Finally, primary and secondary can chain tensioners
for earlier model Twin Cams 1999 - 2006 are
available.

MID-USA
Hazelwood, Missouri, USA
US direct: 314 595 5555
US toll free: 800 527 0501
Canada: 800 893 9261
www.mid-usa.com
www.mid-usa.ca

V-Factor Two-Piece and OE Replacement
Rocker Arm Cover Assemblies

http://www.bitubo.com
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San Clemente, California based Energy Suspension
has been a leader in performance polyurethane
suspension technology for over 30 years, and Tucker
V-Twin is now offering Energy Suspension products
for select Harley-Davidson models, including
replacement handlebar bushings, motor mounts and
cush drive inserts.
"Dedication to manufacturing and the development
of superior products has established Energy
Suspension as the most asked-for name in
performance polyurethane components. Having been
awarded ten U.S. patents, its innovative designs have
set industry standards as polyurethane continues to
amaze the people who work with it.
"The complex and diverse nature of Energy
Suspension’s proprietary Hyper-Flex material requires
constant attention to developing optimum
polyurethane formulas. The result is quality
components that customers continue to demand.
Providing problem-solving solutions with
applications for the most popular vehicles, paired
with a limited warranty and superb customer support,
Energy Suspension is the quality choice in
performance polyurethane suspension components."

Replacement Firm
Handlebar Bushings

Manufactured with proprietary Hyper-Flex
polyurethane, these replacements are said to
outperform and outlast the OEM rubber items, with
superior oil and chemical resistance. The kits include
four damper bushings (ID 0.68", OD 1.15"), two
metal sleeves (ID 0.5", length 1.45") and four metal
washers. They are available in chrome for FXST, FLST,
FXD, FXR, XL ‘87-'20 and chrome or zinc for '84-'13
FLH/FLT. 

Replacement Motor Mount
The OE replacement Energy Suspension H-D FL/FX
motor mount is a "revolutionary free-floating,
channeled bushing design that stands apart from any
competitor and minimizes the amount of vibration
that reaches the frame and rider while maximizing
performance and longevity; available for '80-'08
FLH, FLT, FXR. 

Replacement Cush Drive
Inserts

Replacement for old, worn rubber cush drive inserts
in Energy Suspension's proprietary and more durable
Hyper-Flex polyurethane with improved oil and
chemical resistance and a smoother ride on '09-'20
FLF+H/FLT.

TUCKER V-TWIN
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Tel: 817 258 9000
www.tucker.com/v-twin
www.energysuspension.com

Energy Suspension Bushings,
Motor Mount and Cush Drive
Inserts

Designed to eliminate the ugly plastic side
mount license plate holder and cheap "dirt
bike" style rear fender on Sportster models,
"The Fix" from Bagger Nation is a Paul Yaffe
designed solution that brings a touch of
class to what is otherwise an unnecessarily
low-grade example of stock Harley design,
made right by Bagger Nation in their own
Phoenix, Arizona composite shop. 
The new "The Fix" rear fender for Sportster
models is a sleek, pre-drilled, direct bolt-on
replacement using the stock hardware. Each
kit comes with a "The Fix" fender and
frenched-in hidden LED license plate frame
in either gloss black or chrome. 
Shipped in primer for a ready to paint
turnkey upgrade to the stock rear end, the
clean look can be further refined by
installing Bagger Nation 'Lightning Bullets'
super-bright LED taillights to replace the
stock lights. To retain the stock signals, just
ask for a Bagger Nation left lamp mount to
replace the factory side mount spacer that
is moved when installing their kit, or choose
a Bagger Nation 'Lightning' solution. 
A "The Fix" version is also available for M-8
Sport Glides and Low Riders, Street Bobs
and Softail Slims, 2018 to present.

PAUL YAFFE'S BAGGER NATION
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Tel: 602 840 4205
bpitmon@paulyaffeoriginals.com
www.baggernation.com

"The Fix"
Rear Fender
for Sportsters

Austrian exhaust manufacturer Remus' 2-into-2
Euro 4 complete system for M-8 FLTRXSE CVO Road
Glide, FLHXSE CVO Street Glide and FLHTKSE CVO
Limited applications features selectable luminous
end cap options.
Available with the muffler in chrome or black
stainless steel, the exhaust pipes are in chrome or
black alloy. 
The system features Remus' ASC CAN bus actuated

sound system and is said to deliver horsepower
and torque improvements throughout the
rpm range, especially with the ASC system
open, but especially where it is needed
most in the mid-range.

REMUS INNOVATION
Baernbach, AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 (0)3142 6900 0
office@remus.at
www.remus.eu

Sound Control
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Upstate New York based Magnum Shielding has a
wide range of replacement brake lines and control
cables for Indian motorcycle models.
The company's DOT brakes lines are available in ABS
and non-ABS versions, depending on the
application, with braided DOT ABS upper brake lines
offered in either proprietary STERLING CHROMITE or
BLACK PEARL finish - "which would look great on
any of Indian’s Dark Horse models."
Indian Touring models 2014 through 2020 are
equipped with ABS only, so Magnum has engineered
another addition to its premium braided Designer
Series brake lines. Indian ABS upper brake lines
incorporate the exact bent tube assembly needed to
fit the Indian ABS controller and give a trouble-free

installation.  
On Indian Touring models, only the DOT upper brake
line is needed to complete the routing from the ABS
controller to the master cylinder. The lines are
available in a stock fitment to plus 8 inches over and
fit the Chief, Chieftain, Springfield, Roadmaster and
Vintage.
For Scout owners, non-ABS brake lines are available
for 2015 through 2020 - these single disc DOT EZ-
Align brake lines come in stock to plus 8-inch lengths
and fit Scout, Scout Sixty and Bobber.
Premium Magnum Shielding brake lines are
manufactured with inner PTFE tubing and braided
with DuPont Kevlar Aramid Fiber reinforcement, a
Signature Magnum over-braid, and a crystal-clear
outer PVC jacket that offers exceptional protection
against scuffing paint or chrome and will never
discolor.
Magnum’s STERLING CHROMITE II and BLACK
PEARL brake lines feature braid that matches in color
and weave with all Magnum control cables. Both
products feature high quality, polished and plated
fittings.
For changing handlebars or simply improving the
look, finish and attention to detail, Magnum
Shielding manufactures clutch cables - for both
Scouts and Big Twin Indians - featuring matching
braid, a durable clear coating, are manufactured with

components that are equivalent to OE, "and have
the built-in quality Magnum is known for." All
products for Indian motorcycles are made in-house
at Magnum’s manufacturing plant.
Although Polaris discontinued Victory motorcycles,
pursuing just the Indian brand, Magnum does still
support brake line and cable fitments for Victory also. 
Magnum Shielding has been a manufacturer of
matching braided products for over 37 years,
including brake lines, control cables and ignition
wires. Every Magnum Shielding brake line is pressure
tested and fully compliant with all DOT FMVSS-106
specifications and assembled in the USA. 

MAGNUM SHIELDING
Pittsford, New York, USA

Tel: 585 381 8380
info@magnumshielding.com
www.magnumshielding.com

Magnum - Braided Lines and
Cables for Indian Models

Chief ABS upper brake line in
STERLING CHROMITE

Scout BLACK PEARL
clutch cable

Cyron's Beast 2 dual optics is an LED
projector and reflector device for a tight
low beam for long distance, and a super
wide high beam to "see it all."
Well suited for bikes with passing lamps, a
strong tight low beam augments the side-
to-side coverage of passing lamps. When
switching to high beams, which turns off

the passing
lamps on
most bikes, a
super wide high
beam fills the void.
Also works well on bikes
without passing lamps and for
riders who want to make sure they

see far down the road. Three choices of
colors - chrome for the "near stock" classic
look; black with DRL light and 'Pitch Black'
without DRL - an all blackout look for
blacked out bikes.

CYRON MOTORS
Chatsworth, California, USA
Tel: 818 772 1900
sales@cyron.com
www.cyronmotor.com

Beast 2 Dual Optics

http://www.banditmachineworks.com
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INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE
THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA

CASSONS PTY. LTD.

TEL: +61 28882 1900

Email: enquiries@cassons.com.au  

AUSTRIA

ZODIAC ÖSTERREICH

TEL: +43 67 64 86 40 65

Email: zodiac-oesterreich@zodiac.nl

FRANCE
ZODIAC FRANCE

Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl

FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15

Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY

ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02137 78740

Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN

ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 882 917

Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY

ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE

PRODUCTS HUNGARY

Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Email: zodiac-hungary@zodiac.nl

ITALY
ZODIAC ITALIA

Tel: 3426 561527

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

SCANDINAVIA
ZODIAC SCANDINAVIA

Tel: +46 (0)70-518 14 62

Email: scandinavia@zodiac.nl

SPAIN
ZODIAC ESPANA

Tel: 663 86 81 44 

Email: spain@zodiac.nl 

SWITZERLAND

AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678

Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch

www.zodiac.nl 
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MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE B.V.
Gotenburgweg 46, 9723 TM Groningen, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)50 303 9775 - Email: sales@mcseurope.nl

MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE LTD.
Unit 2 Oakden Drive, Manchester, M34 2QN, UK

Tel: +44 (0)161 337 4390 - Email: sales@mcseurope.uk

MCS SPANISH AGENT 
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS FRENCH AGENT
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS GERMAN AGENT
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS ITALIAN AGENT
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 
E-mail: marcello@mcseurope.nl

www.tecmate.com

Multi-lingual catalogs : 
tecmate.com/cat

Global distributors : 
tecmate.com/distributors

Email (sales / service / technical): 
tecmate.com/contact

SALES
OFFICES 
EUROPE, UK & Rest of the World 
(for regions not listed below)
TecMate (International) 
S.A., Belgium
Tel: +32-16-805440

North, Central and 
South America
TecMate North America, 
Canada
CAN  : +1-905-3372095
USA  : +1-541-6399800

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, 
Southern Asia
TecMate South Africa, 
South Africa
Tel: +27-21-5316045

www.AMDchampionship.com

MOTORCYCLESTOREHOUSE.COM 

http://www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com
http://www.tecmate.com/cat
http://www.tecmate.com/distributors
http://www.tecmate.com/contact


Australia
Rollie’s Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

Serco Pty Ltd 
Tel: 07 382 3283 3

Canada
Power Twins 

Tel: 403 250 6611
Parts Canada 

Tel: 877-277-7560

Germany
Custom Chrome Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0
Parts Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000
W & W Cycles

Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV
Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

New Zealand
Performance Cycle Wholesale

Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA
Tucker V-Twin

Tel: (800) 347 8080
Drag Specialties

Tel: (800) 222 3400www.barnettclutches.com

DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK
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On March 24, Fort Worth, Texas based
Tucker Powersports announced that
Sebastian Bretschneider was to leave
the company for which he had been
announced as President in July 2019,
just eight weeks after he'd hosted
customers and vendors at the
company's annual Dealer Expo in
January.
His replacement, the fifth executive to
occupy this hottest of industry hot
seats in the five years since Lacy
Diversified folded Tucker into the
Motorsport Aftermarket Group in
2014, is former Harley-Davidson
executive Marc McAllister.
McAllister held a variety of roles at
Harley-Davidson during his 24-year
tenure with the company. After
starting in product design and supply
chain, he moved to senior roles leading
the company's sales and growth in
Europe and Asia. As Vice President and
Managing Director of Global Markets
and previously the Asia-Pacific region,

McAllister led sales, marketing and
operations of the Motor Company
while working closely with
powersports dealers in each region. 
He also represented the company with
board positions at the American
Motorcyclist Association and the
European Motorcycle Manufacturers
Association. His appointment has
been broadly welcomed by Tucker
vendors who are glad to see
management of the business back in
the hands of someone with motorcycle
industry experience and sales and
marketing credentials.
"Marc has tremendous experience in
powersports and in driving business
growth. That's what we need at Tucker
right now," said Greg Ethridge,

Chairman of the company's ownership
group, and formerly Chairman of the
MAG board.
"I'm excited to dive in and work with
the Tucker team," said McAllister. "My
experience building a strategy and
structure that delivers growth is
important for Tucker right now. And it
needs to be done while supporting our
customers and partners in this difficult
time. This is a tremendous opportunity
for me to help strengthen the Tucker
brand and the motorcycle industry." 
www.tucker.com

LeMans Corporation, the Drag
Specialties and Parts Unlimited parent
company, has cancelled its planned
annual Madison NVP Product Expo -
scheduled for August 22-23, 2020 -
due to the global COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. 
"We are very hopeful that races, rallies
and events of this type return much
sooner than the scheduled dates of
NVP. The decision was made based on
what we feel is in the best interest of
the industry. The time required by all
for an event like NVP is substantial, we
feel that our dealers, vendors and reps
will benefit from having that time to
focus on their business and in turn, this
will benefit us all."

Parts Unlimited and Drag Specialties
say they are "looking forward and
planning for the future with one goal
- to continue to support our dealers
and vendors as we work through these
challenging times."
"This plan started March 16th when
our sales team was pulled off the road
for the health, safety and wellbeing of
the industry and our communities.  At

the same time, we took steps to ensure
safe working environments at our
Distribution Centers.    
"On April 4th we announced
significant changes to our Dealer
Medal Level and Cumulative Programs
to assist our dealers while their
business changes. We encourage our
dealers to visit dealer.parts-
unl imited.com or
dealer.dragspecialties.com for details
on this and future announcements.
"We will be there for you throughout
and are looking forward to putting a
plan together with you as business
returns to normal. We wish everyone a
safe and healthy spring."
www.dragspecialties.com

Madison NVP Product Expo Cancelled

Tucker Names Marc McAllister
as President

STOP PRESS - 04-19-20
Reports suggest that the Nashville,
TN, planned MY21 launch in August
has been delayed to Jan/Feb of
2021. Instead of one big
national/international dealer show,
there will likely be small regional
shows or video conferences for each
market instead.

If the lockdown goes on beyond
June, that revised launch date could
itself be pushed.

First quarter sales are down close to
-50% from 2019, and at least the
same is expected for Q2, depending
on when they can recommence
production and dealer shipments -
that is assuming dealers can find
customers at that stage and that
consumers have the money to buy or
income stream to raise finance.

The current round of theoretically
temporary pay cuts could be
extended to the entire calendar year
instead of just until employees
return to work.

The current reopening date is slated
for May 26 - but the hope is to get
back in by the end of this April,
subject to state approvals, running
reduced staff numbers with six foot
employee distancing, mandatory
face protection, no
gathering/meeting in the facilities
and other measures.

Whenever employees do get back,
more cuts are expected.

Whenever the MY 2021
announcement does come, rumor
has it that Harley is to wave the
white flag of surrender and abandon
the hydraulic clutch on Tourer
models from 2021 on. The hydraulic
clutch was introduced on all
MY2014 'Rushmore' project Touring
models (except Road King), but it
has been plagued by recalls and
other tech issues ever since.
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